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SUMMARY 
 

Optical tweezers have received lot of attention because of their ability to perform 

contact-less manipulation of micro/nano particles. It has been at the centre stage of 

development of various techniques for generation of multiple optical traps to 

accomplish more sophisticated tasks like cells stretching, three dimensional 

orientation/arrangement etc. These techniques have also opened several new 

application areas such as guiding, sorting of microparticles and are particularly suitable 

for small sample volume and are easy to integrate with microfluidic devices like micro 

total analysis systems (μTAS), modern spectroscopic techniques such as micro Raman 

spectroscopy etc. In this thesis, we have presented different approaches for the 

development of multiple optical tweezers and explored their use. These include 

development of (i) Dual line optical tweezers (static), dynamically controllable optical 

traps as (ii) Acousto-optic tweezers (AOT-time sharing), and (iii) Holographic optical 

tweezers (HOT-power sharing) and  (iv) Opto-electronic tweezers (OET) and their use 

for development of novel guiding and sorting approaches for cells/microparticle in 

varied sample conditions.  

The dual line optical tweezers were used in microfluidic Raman flow cytometry 

for achieving cell focusing in microfluidic chip i.e. a single line flow of cells through 

the analysis region. In conventional hydrodynamic focusing of cells in microfluidics, 

the cell flow speed is inversely proportional to the cell stream width which leads to 

increase in the flow speed through observation volume if the channel width is narrowed 

to ensure single cell stream. This in turn requires more optical power to hold the cells 

for recording the Raman spectra. We proposed dual line optical tweezers arranged in 

the shape of ‘Y’ as an optical guide for focusing of the cells into a single cell stream in 

microfluidic chip. This arrangement decouples the width of the cell stream and the cell 

flow speed in the microfluidic chip and facilitates independent control of the cell flow 

speed. The suitability of this approach for cytometry was demonstrated by identifying 

red blood cells (RBCs) in their met and normal form in a mixture of met-RBC and 

normal RBC in the ratio of 1: 9 with a cell throughput of ~500 cells/hour.  

The multiple optical traps created by the acousto-optic tweezers were used for 

optical sorting of micro particles in flow free medium. We developed a new approach 
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based on the dependence of diffusion constant on the size of the particles for 

development of optical sorting by suitably adjusting the on/off period of blinking 

optical traps generated using accousto optic deflector. The proof of the concept 

demonstration was presented by sorting of ~2 µm silica microspheres in a mixture 

consisting of 1 µm and 2 µm diameter silica spheres. While AOTs can manipulate 

objects in one plane, HOTs, in which spatial light modulator was used to generate 

multiple optical traps from a single beam, can manipulate objects in multiple planes 

simultaneously. Utilizing this feature of HOT, we developed two active sorting 

approaches. In one approach, pattern matching was used for particle selection and 

multiple trapping planes for parallel transportation of particles to the desired region 

allowing higher throughput. In another approach, desired particles were selected 

manually and transported to higher Z-plane allowing sorting of desired particles in 

multiple region of interests. This approach is suitable for very low density of desired 

particle concentration.  

The aforementioned tweezers setup could handle up to a few 100s of particles. 

Further higher throughput is mainly limited by the laser power handling capability of 

spatial light modulator. Damage of cell due to high intensity of the laser (~MW/cm
2
) 

used in the optical tweezers is also a concern. We, therefore, developed another 

interesting tweezers setup based on light driven electro kinetic approach known as 

Opto-electronic tweezers facilitating manipulations of 1000’s particle at a time with 

lower optical power (~mW) over an area as large as ~10
6
 μm

2
. We used an array of 

suitably spaced circular intensity spots for sorting the particles based on their size. In 

another approach, we exploited the dependency of the DEP response of cell on the 

frequency of applied field for sorting of red blood cells from a mixture of RBCs and 

polystyrene microspheres. Further, we used digital light projector for generating the 

required light pattern for virtual electrode and demonstrated that micromanipulation 

such as guiding; focusing of cells could easily be implemented.      
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1 Chapter 1: Introduction 

Optical tweezers is an instrument which makes use of tightly focused laser beam to trap 

micrometer sized object at the laser focus without physical contact. Since its invention 

in the late eighties by Authur Ashkin [1], optical tweezers have found wide range of 

applications from trapping of neutral particles [2], single cells [3-5] manipulation of 

bacteria and viruses[6-8] red blood cells [9-13] intracellular organelles [14] etc.  

In the early 17
th

 century, German astronomer Johannes Kepler observed that the tail 

of comet always pointed away from the sun and proposed that this is because of the 

radiation pressure of the electromagnetic radiation emitting from sun. Later on, in the 

late 19
th

 century, origin of the radiation pressure was explained theoretically by J. C. 

Maxwell in his electromagnetic theory [15]. According to his theory; light carries 

momentum and thereby can exert force, or radiation pressure. The existence of the 

radiation pressure was proved with elaborate experimental arrangements by Lebedev 

[16] and Nichols and Hull [17, 18] even before the advent of lasers. After decades of 

these experiments, the invent of the lasers in 1960 enabled A. Ashkin of AT&T (Bell) 

Laboratories to experimentally demonstrate the radiation pressure on micron-sized 

particles by accelerating and trapping the particles from two Gaussian beam facing each 

other [19]. Later Ashkin along with Dziedzic demonstrated the optical levitation of the 

dielectric spheres in air and vacuum [20], and of liquid drops [21]. In 1986, Ashkin 

observed that dielectric particles could be stably trapped by the gradient force of a 

tightly focused single beam [1] and the technique was termed as optical tweezers. 

Thereafter this technique was applied for various applications such as manipulation of 

bacteria and viruses [6], estimation of force produced by the organelle transport in-vivo 
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[22], automated cell trapping and sorting [23] etc. S. M. Block et al. made the first 

calibrated measurement of the compliance of bacterial flagella [7]. The detailed 

theoretical framework in the ray optics [2] and Rayleigh regime [24] was also presented. 

Soon the technique grew up as a standard tool for manipulation in bio-photonics [4, 5, 

25, 26]. Furthermore, the optical tweezers have also been integrated with different 

advanced spectroscopic techniques such as Raman spectroscopy to perform Raman 

spectroscopic measurements on optically trapped cells [27, 28, 29]. Optical tweezers 

forces can be used to exert forces exceeding ~100 pN with resolution as low as ~100 aN 

[30] which makes it a suitable tool for investigating the properties of molecular motors 

and other microscopic particles [31-34]. 

In this chapter we will provide an overview of the optical trapping phenomena 

followed by a description of multiple optical traps that provide more precise control and 

better handling of the trapped objects. We will also describe different ways of 

generating multiple optical traps using electro-optic devices along with opto-electronic 

tweezers. Next we present an overview of the research work carried out using multiple 

optical traps. At the end, the aim and outline of the thesis has been presented.  

 

1.1. Optical forces on spherical particles 

Optical trapping of microscopic dielectric particle by optical radiation can be 

understood in a simple way using Ray optics approach. In this case the size of the 

microsphere is much larger than the wavelength of the laser beam (size>>λ) and the 

light can be considered as rays. The interaction of light with an object is understood in 

terms of reflection and refraction (for non absorbing particle). A microsphere of 

refractive index np inside a medium of refractive index nm is placed slightly offset from 
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the axis of the laser beam having Gaussian intensity profile as shown in figure 1.1. 

Refractive index of the particle is taken greater than that of the surrounding medium. To 

understand the forces acting on the particle, let us consider two rays (‘a’ and ‘b’) from 

two different intensity regions of the beam. When these rays interact with the particle, 

reflection and refraction occur. These results in the change of the direction of the rays 

‘a’ and ‘b’, so there is a change in the momentum of these rays.  

 

Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of the scattering and the gradient forces on a 

microsphere due to a Gaussian beam. The thicker line ray ‘a’ compare to the ‘b’ shows 

the higher intensity close to the axis of the laser beam 

After interacting with the particle, ray ‘a’ bends towards left and ray ‘b’ bends towards 

right of its original trajectory. With help of vector theorem, it can be shown that Fa and 

Fb are the forces which work on the particle due to these rays. Here, it is assumed that 

the particle is weakly reflective and absorptive. Therefore the forces from these effects 

have been neglected and the forces Fa and Fb, arising due to the refraction of rays are 

only considered. Ray ‘a’ being in the high intensity region undergoes more momentum 

change as compare to the ray ‘b’ leading to Fb< Fa. The resultant force will have two 
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components. The transverse force is acting along the intensity gradient of the laser 

beam i.e. along the transverse direction towards central propagation axis (shown as 

dashed red color) and so referred as gradient force (Fgrad). The axial force is acting 

along the propagation direction of the laser and referred to as Scattering force (Fsct). 

These forces push the particle towards the central axis and  

 

Figure 1.2: Three dimensional trapping using a Gaussian laser beam focused (a) 

before and (b) after the geometric centre of the particle (Adapted from [2]) 

along the laser propagation direction respectively. When the particle is aligned to the 

axis of the laser beam, the net gradient force becomes zero while the scattering force 

is there to guide the particle in the direction of propagation. This phenomenon is 

called optical guiding. In case when the light is tightly focused, additionally there is 

an intensity gradient along the axis of the laser beam which is steep enough to make 
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axial gradient force exceed to the scattering force and the particle gets trapped at the 

focus (at equilibrium) i.e. particle is trapped in three dimension. Here, the dielectric 

particle has been considered as weakly refractive so the particle is trapped slightly off 

from the beam focus on the beam propagation axis where the axial gradient force 

balances the axial scattering force. In other situations as shown in figure 1.2 when the 

centre of the particle is away from the beam focus but lies at the beam propagation 

axis, a net gradient force acts on the particle to bring it back to the laser focus. It is to be 

noted that in this entire scenario the refractive index of the particle is taken as more than 

the refractive index of the medium. Whereas in the opposite situation, when np < nm, the 

net gradient force will be having direction away from the positive intensity gradient 

resulting in the repulsion of the particle from the positive intensity gradient and thereby 

pushing the particle away from the laser focus. 

  

Figure 1.3: Schematic for calculation of the forces due to interaction of a single ray 

of power P with a microsphere, (adapted from [2]) 

Figure 1.3 shows the schematic of the geometry of forces acting on the particle due to 

reflection and refraction. For a quantitative estimation of the forces, it is assumed that a 

single ray of optical power P interacts with the microsphere. The incident ray carries 
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initial momentum per second as nmP/c. The total force on the sphere would be a vector 

sum of the contributions due to the successive reflections and refractions. Therefore the 

net forces acting on the particle is given by [2]: 
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where ‘θ’ and ‘r’ are the angle of incidence and the angle of refraction of light and R and 

T are the angle dependent Fresnel reflection and refraction coefficients at the interface. 

For a single beam gradient trap, the scattering and the gradient forces can be calculated 

by the vector sum of these forces from all the individual rays of the beam. 

If the size of the particle is much smaller than the wavelength of the laser such that 

size < 0.1λ, the particle behaves as a point dipole and the instantaneous electric field 

over the extent of the particle can be considered as uniform. In this case also the force 

acting on the particle can be described by the two components; scattering force which is 

proportional to the intensity of the laser beam and the gradient force which is 

proportional to the gradient of the intensity. The scattering force is given by [24] , 
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Where nm is the refractive index of the medium and ‘c’ is the speed of light in vacuum, 

for a particle of radius of ‘a’ and m=np/nm being the relative refractive index of the 
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particle; I(r) is the beam intensity at some point from the beam focus and λ is the 

wavelength of the laser. The gradient force is given by [24] 
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Therefore, as shown in eq. 1.4, the necessary condition for the stable 3D trapping is that 

the axial component of the gradient force should be more than the scattering force. In 

other words 
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We observe that the stability condition is independent of laser power. However, this is 

just a necessary but not the sufficient condition for optical trapping. We also have to 

consider the Brownian motion of the particles which leads to a sufficient trapping 

condition as 
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Equation 1.8 states that a minimum power is required for optical trapping to happen in 

three dimensions. This condition can be basically argued as that the time required to 

pull the particle into the trap should be much smaller than the time required by the 

particle to diffuse out of the trap. As the instantaneous kinetic energy of the particle can 
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be larger than the average kinetic energy, the condition is set as U/kBT ≥ 10 for stable 

trapping. 

The above description explains the optical forces acting on a particle when it is 

either very small or very large compare to the wavelength of the light. When the size of 

the object is comparable with the wavelength of light i.e. size ~λ, diffraction of light by 

the particle must be taken into consideration. Therefore, neither the Rayleigh 

approximation nor the Ray optics approach is valid. More complete electromagnetic 

theories where Maxwell’s equations solved with appropriate boundary conditions are 

applied to get the full and formal solution. Lorentz Mie theory (LMT) describes the 

solution for scattering of an infinite plane wave by the spherical particle [35]. However, 

the plane wave approximation cannot be applied to the focused Gaussian beam. 

Therefore, a more general form of the LMT was presented by G. Gouesbet et al. and is 

known as Generalized LMT [36] which introduces an infinite set of beam shape 

coefficients in the form of partial wave expansion to describe the non planar nature of 

the Gaussian beam and therefore can be used for calculation of optical trapping forces 

[37].  

1.2. Important components of optical tweezers system 

A schematic of the single beam optical tweezers is shown in figure 1.4. The essential 

components of the system are the laser beam for trapping, a high numerical aperture 

objective, beam steering and expansion optics and an arrangement for the imaging the 

sample plane. The important parameters of these components are described below: 

Laser: The choice of laser depends on several factors such as power, wavelength and 

the quality of the laser beam (like mode quality, power stability, pointing stability 
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etc.). As shown in eq. 1.8, a certain minimum laser power is required to trap an object, 

higher the power, easier the trapping. However, in optical tweezers the laser beam is 

very tightly focused resulting in intensity of ~MW/cm
2 
at the trap focus. Such a high 

intensity may be a cause of concern while dealing with biological particles like cells 

as it may lead to photo damage of the cells [38-40]. Therefore, in case of biological 

particles like red blood cells (RBC), cancer cells, bacteria etc. laser wavelength is of 

significant importance due to their strong absorption effects.  

 

Figure 1.4: Schematic of the single beam optical tweezers, Laser after expansion using 

the beam expander is coupled to the back aperture of the objective by relaying the beam 

using mirrors. The dichroic mirror is used to couple the laser beam and the 

illumination light used to the MO. CCD camera is placed at the focus of the tube lens 

(TL) to image the sample. 

The laser wavelength should be chosen such that the sub-cellular components like 

proteins, nucleic acids, chromophores etc. have minimal absorption at the wavelength 

used for laser trapping. Further, as the cells also contain a large amount of water, the 

laser wavelength should also have minimal absorption for water. The wavelength 
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range ~750nm to 1200 nm [41] provides a window with minimal absorption. The 

Neodymium: yttrium-aluminium garnet (Nd:YAG) laser (1064 nm) which is 

commonly available with good beam quality and high power, is most often used for 

biological experiments. The tunable cw Ti:Sapphire laser (~750nm to 950 nm) has 

also been employed for trapping. In order to achieve higher gradient force to trap a 

particle, tight focusing of the laser is important. As the fundamental Gaussian mode 

(TEM00) can be focused down to diffraction limited spot, a laser with beam quality M
2 

< 1.1 is desirable. Poor pointing instability leads to unwanted change in the trap 

position and the power fluctuation in the laser basically leads to an unwanted 

fluctuation in the trapping force. Therefore, the laser should have good pointing 

stability and stable power output.  

Objective lens: Tight focusing of the laser beam is an important requirement of the 

optical trapping that allows achieving the high axial intensity gradient. The focal spot 

of an objective depends on the NA of the objective as given by 

D0=1.22fλ0/nmD=1.22λ0/2NA Where ‘f’ is focal length of the objective, ‘D’ is the 

back aperture size (or input beam diameter when the beam size is less than D) and λ0 

is the wavelength of laser beam in air. Therefore the choice of the objective is 

dependent on the numerical aperture (NA). In general objectives with NA>1 can trap 

objects in three dimension. Therefore, oil immersion objectives are often used as these 

provide NA in the range of 1.2-1.4. Further, the spherical aberration is also a concern 

as this degrades the focusing of the property of the objective. Plan apochromat type 

objective with high level of spherical aberration correction are the preferred choice as 

these provide the best diffraction limited focusing of the laser beam. Oil immersion 

objectives have typical working distance of ~0.1 mm and with these objectives, going 
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deeper in the sample increases the spherical aberration significantly due to the 

mismatch between the refractive indices of immersion oil (n~1.52) and the trapping 

medium (n~1.34). For such requirements, water immersion objective is used which 

minimizes the spherical aberration. 

Peripheral optics and imaging arrangement: Furthermore to get the tight focusing, 

the laser beam should completely fill the back aperture of the objective to utilize the full 

available NA of the objective. Generally the beam size of the output of the laser is less 

than the size of the back aperture of the objective. Therefore, a beam expander 

(combination of two convex lenses) with appropriate magnification is used such that the 

beam size matches with the back aperture of the objective. Mostly, the optical trapping 

setup is realized around an inverted microscope which provides a halogen lamp for 

sample illumination, suitable high NA objective and suitable ports for coupling the 

trapping laser beam and a CCD for imaging the sample. The CCD camera is coupled 

through a dichroic mirror (DM) which separates the imaging beam (visible light) from 

the trap (NIR laser) beam. These microscopes can also have feature for the fluorescence 

imaging of the sample, thus facilitating the studies involving the fluorescent 

spectroscopy. An additional benefit of using the microscope is that the bright field 

illumination is aligned in the Kohler illumination which also reduces the effect of the 

spatially in-homogeneous light source on the image of the sample.  

1.3. Optical trap calibration 

For small displacements of the trapped particle at equilibrium position near the focus, 

optical trap behaves like a Hookeian spring and follows F=-kt x, where F is the applied 

force and x is the displacement of the particle and the ‘kt’ is defined as trap stiffness 

which is proportional to the laser power. Calibration of the setup is involves 
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determination of the trap stiffness and computation of a position calibration. 

Equipartition method is one of the simplest ways for determining the trap stiffness. By 

Equipartition theorem, the average kinetic energy of a particle is 1/2kBT where kB is the 

Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature. The potential energy of the 

trapped particle following the Hooke’s law is given by 1/2kt<x
2
>. In thermal 

equilibrium these two energies will be equal [42] i.e. 1/2kt<x
2
>=1/2 kBT. Thus by the 

measurement of the positional variance, the stiffness can be determined. For 

determining the position variance, video of the trapped particle is recorded using the 

CCD camera and digitized. Thereafter by using a centroid detection algorithm [43, 44], 

the position of trapped object can be determined. Alternatively, back focal plane 

imaging of the trapped objected on the quadrant photo diode can also be used for the 

calculation of the positional variance. Here, the trapped particle image is formed 

directly onto the quadrant photo diode detector which has four silicon photo diodes 

arranged in four quadrants of a square, mounted at the conjugate plane to the sample 

plane [45]. Thereafter, the output of the entire quadrants is summed up pair wise and a 

differential signal is generated for the displacement of the trapped objects.  

Other methods for the trap stiffness calibration include drag force method and 

power spectrum analysis [41]. In drag force method, the trapped particle is subjected to 

viscous drag forces produced by the medium. The drag force is commonly produced by 

the triangular or sinusoidal motion of the stage while the particle is in trap. At 

equilibrium the drag force is equated to the trap force to determine the stiffness. Power 

spectrum approach is based on the measurement of corner frequency from the 

displacement power spectrum density (PSD) of the trapped particle. Here the corner 
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frequency f0 can be determined by fitting a Lorentzian on the measured PSD. If the drag 

coefficient (β) of the particle is known, trap stiffness can be determined by
2

0
tk

f  .  

Position calibration of the traps is achieved by first calibrating the CCD using 

standard like microscopy stage slide to get the conversion factor for pixel vs the real 

dimension and then the displacement of the trap is calibrated with respect to the 

parameter controlling the deflection angle of the laser beam.  

In general, the objects are trapped close to the surface of the cover-slip, the 

boundary layer of the water close to the surface of the cover slip have a significant 

effect on the particle motion and leads to an increase in the hydrodynamic drag 

coefficient, which is given by the Faxen’s law [41], 
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   (1.8) 

where h is the height of the center of microsphere from the surface, a 60  where η 

is the viscosity of the medium. 

 

1.4. Multiple optical traps 

Single beam optical trap offers immense possibilities as non contact tool for 

micro-manipulation. However, shortly after the demonstration of the single beam 

optical trap [1], a need for multiple traps was apparent. For example, as the non 

spherical particle got trapped in a particular orientation in single beam trap, Ashkin 

used two static traps to control the orientation of rod like bacterium [3].  Optical 

tweezers could exert force on microscopic objects of the pico Newton order. In some of 

the initial experiments, protein molecules and filaments were tethered to the sample 
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base and the other end was attached to a microsphere to be trapped by the optical 

tweezers as a handle [7, 46, 47] for studying the dynamics of these molecules. To get 

multiple cells having these two handles at opposite ends was very difficult. Burn et al. 

[48] proposed an interference based approach to trap multiple particles in 2D and 3D. 

However, the approach had no control over the individual trap. Shortly afterwards, 

static pair of traps were introduced for such experiments [49, 50] to pull, wind and 

unwind such molecules. With these existing needs and more advanced application 

scenarios which could be realized with independently and dynamically controllable 

multiple traps, a number of advanced schemes employing various devices such as 

acousto-optic deflectors (AOD), galvo scanning mirrors (GSM), and spatial light 

modulators (SLM) etc. were proposed. These approaches used for generation of 

multiple optical traps can be categorised as; time sharing of single beam and power 

sharing i.e. simultaneous generation of all the traps by splitting of single beam. In time 

sharing mode, whole power of the single beam is available at one position in the 

specimen plane in ‘on’ and ‘off’ mode. The devices used to accomplish this job are 

galvo scanning mirrors, acousto-optic deflectors and electro-optic deflector (EOD). In 

the other case, the single laser beam is split into multiple beams and all the beams are 

simultaneously present at the sample plane and the power per trap is typically total 

power diffracted in the first order divided by the number of traps. The splitting of a 

beam can be achieved by simply using the polarization beam splitters (PBS), spatial 

light modulators, digital micro mirror etc. Here we describe those approaches which 

have been widely used in the generation of multiple optical traps, followed by an 

advanced tweezers approach known as Opto-electronic tweezers applicable for large 

field of view:    
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1.4.1. Polarization beam splitters  

One of the easiest ways to generate multiple optical traps is to simply add multiple 

numbers of light sources or split a single source to multiple and then couple these to the 

microscope objective. For splitting a single beam, PBS is used to split the unpolarised 

or circularly polarized beam in two parts. These beams are again coupled to the 

objective using second PBS as shown in figure 1.5a. However, these traps are static in 

nature thereby allow very limited applications such as trapping of low index particle 

[51]. 

1.4.2. Galvo scanning mirrors  

An alternative to the multiple static traps would be time sharing of a single beam at 

multiple positions in the sample plane. This could be achieved by using scanning 

galvano mirrors as shown in figure 1.5 b. The GSM is placed at the conjugate plane of 

the back aperture of the objective. The step response time of the GSM is typically ~0.3 

-1 ms and is suitable for typically two traps with roll off frequency ~200-300 Hz [41]. 

Since these produce time sharing multiple traps by the mechanical movement of mirrors, 

wobbling, jitter and repeatability issues are there. Furthermore the problem is more 

pronounced when the traps are required to be  
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Figure 1.5: Different schemes for generation of time sharing multiple traps by (a) 

splitting a single laser beam using PBS (b) using galvano scanning mirror (c) 

acousto-optic deflector (d) spatial light modulator; the dotted line are the conjugate 

planes.  
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generated randomly in the sample plane. GSM is advantageous in respect of providing 

very large deflection angles at low cost and more uniform power deflection across the 

scan angle. 

1.4.3. Acousto-optic deflectors  

AOD is an electro-optic device with no mechanical movement. In AOD, the light is 

diffracted by sound waves generated in a suitable interaction medium like TeO2. The 

schematic of the AOD setup is shown in figure 1.5 c. An RF amplifier is connected to 

the piezo electric transducer which is mechanically coupled to the acousto-optic 

material. Piezoelectric transducer exerts oscillating pressure on the acousto-optic 

material with the frequency of the applied RF field and in turn generates an acoustic 

wave (sound wave) which travels through the material and causes periodic variations 

of the refraction index. When a laser beam is incident on this disturbance, the beam is 

deflected partially similar to that is deflected by a diffraction grating. Two 

dimensional deflection of a laser beam is achieved by placing two AODs orthogonally 

as close as possible and their interface plane is imaged to the back aperture of the 

objective with the help of 4f optical arrangement. The setup is commonly known as 

acousto-optic tweezers (AOT) or time sharing optical trap (TSOT). 

An incident laser beam passing through this grating generated by the sound wave will 

be diffracted into several orders. In an isotropic media, when the light incident at the 

Brag angle (θb), the light is only diffracted to the first order, in principle. The angle at 

which the light is diffracted is defined by [51]:    

a

a

V

f
         (1.9) 

Where ɸ is the angle of deflection, λ is the wavelength of light in air, fa is the applied 

acoustic frequency and Va is the acoustic velocity of the material which does not 
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change for a given material. As the acoustic frequency of sound wave will be the same 

as that of the frequency of the applied RF voltage, variation of the acoustic frequency 

of the driver will thus change the acoustic wavelength, which in turn changes the 

periodicity of the refractive index variation. 

 

Figure 1.6: Schematic of acousto optic deflector working principle 

Therefore, the angle tuning of the first-order diffracted beam is linearly proportional 

to changes in the frequency of the RF drive signal. As shown in figure 1.6, an acoustic 

absorber is placed at the end of the AOD is used to minimize the reflection. This is 

required to avoid formation of standing wave pattern which effectively increases the 

response time for the deflection of the laser beam. The RF drive signal is generated 

using a computer based digital frequency synthesizer board.  

Another similar option for generation of the time shared traps is the use of the 

electro- optic modulators (EOD). Here an electric field is applied to the electro-optic 

material to generate the linear refractive index gradient which deflects the light. The 

EODs have typical diffraction efficiency of ~90% with the response time on ~100ns 

[41]. Though, EODs are much faster than the competing technologies like GSMs and 

AODs, these have some limitations too such as the maximum angle of deflection is 
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small (~2mrad) leading to a ~1 μm separation of traps which may not be suitable for 

most of the trapping applications [41]. Additionally the voltage required to operate the 

EODs is ~kV which is a safety concern.  

All the above described techniques for generating dynamically controlled 

multiple optical traps have one drawback that the traps can be generated in one plane 

only. Use of diffractive optical elements like spatial light modulator overcomes this 

problem. 

1.4.4. Spatial light modulators 

SLM structure and functioning: SLM is liquid crystal (LC) based pixelated 

electronic device [52] as shown in figure 1.7. When light impinges on the SLM, the 

phase of the output beam is modulated such that the output beam splits into multiple 

beams travelling in different directions. These beams after coupled to the microscope 

objective to generate multiple optical traps at the sample plane. 

Each pixel of the SLM consists of nematic liquid crystals sandwiched between the 

electrodes and aligned parallel to the electrode surface. SLM can be classified 

according to the liquid crystal alignment in the pixels as: Twisted LC-SLM in which the 

axis of the LC molecules twists to 90
0 

while moving from the one electrode to the other 

in the pixel while the other one is parallel aligned (PL) type in which the LC molecules 

are aligned parallel to each other. In case of PL LC-SLM, when there is no field across 

the LC cell, all molecules align parallel to each other. On application of electric field, 

the LCs bends in the plane of orientation of LC. Therefore, the light undergoes phase 

only modulation while passing through these pixels provided the incident light is 

polarized in the plane of the orientation of the LC molecule [53]. In case of TN-SLM, 

each LC molecule layer has different plane of bending when the electric field is applied 
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and so these produces phase as well as the amplitude modulation to the incident light. 

As the amplitude modulation reduces the power in the diffracted beam, the SLM with 

phase only modulation is preferred. Hence, for trapping applications, the parallel 

aligned LCSLM are used in general. SLMs can also be classified as reflective type and 

transmissive type. Reflective type SLM is preferred over the transmissive type as they 

require half the LC thickness for a given phase delay due to the double pass in the 

reflection as compared to the transmissive type SLM.  

 

Figure 1.7: Schematics of the reflective type parallel aligned nematic liquid crystal 

SLM (adapted from  [52]) 

Depending on the LC thickness, a SLM will have a maximum wavelength for which it 

can provide 2π phase delay. The control software and driver for the SLM are designed 

such that the possible range of voltage that can be applied to the liquid crystal cell is 

split to 256 levels so that these corresponds one to one 8 bit intensity image with 256 

gray levels. Therefore, the SLM can generate phase modulation by simply using an 

intensity image or hologram. The important parameters determining the performance of 

the HOT are refresh rate of the SLM, uniformity of the generated traps and diffraction 

efficiency of the SLM. These parameters depend on the algorithm used to generate the 

hologram.  
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Phase hologram computation: The basic idea for hologram design is very simple. As 

we know that a diffraction grating diffracts the laser power to different higher 

diffraction orders. Each diffraction order corresponds to different angle. Therefore if a 

diffraction grating, corresponding to transverse position of a trap, is positioned at the 

back focal plane of the objective (Fourier plane w.r.t the focal plane of the objective 

[54]), a trap will be generated. So we only need to design a diffractive grating i.e. the 

computer generated hologram (CGH) which will have a defined number of diffraction 

orders corresponding to the number of traps.  

 

Figure 1.8: Flowchart describing the GS algorithm 

Additionally each differently diffraction orders may have different divergence which 

will control the axial position of the trap in the specimen plane. A number of algorithms 

have been reported in literature such as lens and grating [55], direct search [56], 

iterative Fourier transform algorithms [54, 57] etc. for this. Each of these having its own 
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pros and cons when evaluated on the basis of diffraction efficiency, trap uniformity and 

the most important one is the computational speed [58].  

Lens and grating algorithm: The easiest approach used is the grating and lens 

algorithm in which the analytical phase forms of the grating and lens are superposed. 

The grating phase provides the lateral shift while the lens phase profile provides the 

shift in Z plane. This algorithm is simple and fast but provides very poor uniformity of 

optical power in generated traps. Additionally when the generated traps has some 

symmetry like traps in four corner of a square, the generated traps are accompanied by 

some unwanted traps named as Ghost traps which consume a significant part of the 

diffracted laser power. 

Direct search algorithm: Direct search algorithm, often used for the hologram 

refinement, starts with a good guess such as a primary level of hologram computed with 

lens and grating algorithm. Each pixel is picked up at random and its gray level is 

changes to all the 256 levels to examine that whether the new hologram is improving 

the amplitude in various traps. If there is improvement, the gray level is retained and 

similarly phase value for the other pixels is computed. The algorithm converges after 

several numbers of cycles when the error value reaches to a local minimum. This 

provides better uniformity over the traps. However, the number of cycles required to 

optimize the hologram is large and therefore makes the approach slow. 

Gerchberg-Saxton (GS) algorithm: Another approach known as Gerchberg-Saxton 

(GS) algorithm [54, 59] is an iterative Fourier transform algorithm which exploits the 

fact that hologram plane and the sample plane are Fourier transform pair. Initially the 

computation is started with a random phase and the given amplitude of the input laser 
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beam. After each fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the complex input field, the 

amplitude of the output field is replaced with the desired field amplitude. Similarly, 

after the inverse FFT of this modified output field, the amplitude of the obtained 

complex field is replaced with the amplitude of the input laser beam as shown in the 

flowchart in figure 1.8.  

The error between the computed intensity and the desired intensity is given by [54] 
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intensities in the trapping plane. The error ε reduces after each iteration step and after 

~15 iterations it becomes < 0.0001.  

 

Figure 1.9: Generation of combined hologram  

As the SLM can provide a phase delay of maximum of 2π for the specified operating 

wavelength, the obtained phase is phase wrapped with 2π. This wrapped phase pixel 

values are converted into 8 bit gray scale image whose phase ranges from 0 to 2π. 

This image when applied to the SLM, the incident light gets phase modulated to 

generate the desired array of traps. The typical diffraction efficiency of a SLM is 
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~40% and therefore a grating phase is superimposed onto the calculated phase to 

separate the desired pattern from the reflected beam (0
th

 order) as shown in figure 1.9. 

GS algorithm has several improved versions also such as Additive Adaptive 

algorithms [54], weighted GS [60] etc. where the uniformity and the number of 

iteration has been improved. 

It is to be noted that too much laser power can affect the performance of the SLM by 

heating the liquid crystals. This essentially puts a limit to the optical power handling 

capacity of the SLM and results in the limitation of number of traps that can be 

generated. In this regard, digital micro-mirror device (DMD), a Micro Electro 

mechanical system manufactured [61-62] is another alternative to SLM, which 

modulates light by employing binary amplitude modulation mechanism. It has two 

dimensional arrays of micro rectangular moving mirrors working as pixels which are 

controlled by the underlying CMOS electronics [61]. These mirrors can be flipped 

individually in two tilt states so that light is reflected in a direction in one state (on 

state) and in the other direction in the other state (off state) at ~10kHz rate and can 

direct the light on to or away from an intended target. The reflective mirrors are less 

sensitive to the wavelength of the input laser beam and so can be used with pulsed 

lasers to generate special beams with high power.    

1.5.  Opto-electronic tweezers 

Opto-electronic tweezers (OET) is an optically driven electro-kinetic approach which 

can manipulate ~1000s of particles over an area as large as ~1 mm
2
 using optical 

intensity of ~nW/trap [63]. OET makes use of locally induced dielectrophoretic (DEP) 

forces controlled by light for trapping of microparticles. The heart of the system is 
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OET chip which consists of an indium tin oxide (ITO) coated glass substrate (top) and 

an ITO coated glass substrate (bottom) with a photo conductive layer separated by 

spacers as shown in figure 1.10.  

An a.c. bias is applied between the electrodes and an intensity pattern is projected 

on the photo conductive layer which generates virtual electrodes resulting in a non 

uniform electric field between the electrode and the illuminated regions. This non 

uniform electric field induces DEP forces on particles in OET chip. Notably one 

electrode can be dynamically generated anywhere in the region of interest by 

illuminating the region allowing generation of complex electrode pattern for 

microparticle manipulation such as sorting [64-66] cell lysis [67], electroporation [68] 

etc. 

 

 

Figure 1.10: Schematics of the OET chip 

The time averaged DEP force on a homogeneous spherical particle is given by [69] 
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where a is the radius of the particle, εm is the permittivity of the media, εp is the 

permittivity of the particle, E is the electric field and Re[k(ω)] is the real part of the 

Clausius-Mossotti factor (CMF), σp and σm are the conductivty of the medium and the 

particle respectively, ω is the angular frequency of the applied electric field. Notably the 

DEP force depends on the square of the applied electric field, so the approach is useful 

in d.c. as well as in a.c. and the direction of force will not change with change in the 

direction of field as in case of electrophoresis. If particle has a large polarizability than 

the suspended medium, particle experiences net force in the direction of the higher 

electric field (positive-DEP or p-DEP). Accordingly when the particle has a lower 

polarizability than the medium, the DEP force pushes the particle in the direction of the 

lower electric field (negative-DEP or n-DEP).  

Further the real part of the CMF lies in the range of +1 for εp >> εm i.e. for the 

situations when the particle is much more polarisable than the medium and -0.5 for εp 

<< εm for the situations when the particle is very less polarisable than the medium. 

Thought CMF for the n-DEP can, at the maximum, be a half of the p-DEP, n-DEP is 

more commonly used for manipulation of the cells/ microparticles as compared to 

p-DEP. Since in p-DEP the particle gets attracted towards the electrode around which 

the electric field gradient is high and sticks there, leading to problem of congestion and 

clogging when used in dense sample. If we take the two extreme situations for the 

frequency of the applied electric field, the CMF factor at the lower frequency is given 

by 

mp

mp
CMF





 20 





        (1.14) 

 and at higher frequency by, 
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       (1.15) 

Thus, at lower frequencies (<50 kHz), the CMF is governed by the conductivity values, 

while at higher frequencies (> 50 MHz) by the dielectric permittivity values of the 

particle and medium [70]. At the intermediate bias frequencies, both the conductivity 

and permittivity of the particle and the medium dictate the CMF value and polarity. The 

non-uniform electric field induces partial charges on the particle medium interface via - 

a process known as Maxwell Wagner (MW) interfacial polarization [70, 71]. There is a 

competition between the charging process in the particle and in the medium resulting in 

the charge build up at the particle-medium interface.  

Unlike dielectric micro particles, cells are not homogeneous in nature. Simple cells 

like RBCs are modeled by single shell model whereas cells possessing nucleus are 

modeled using multi shell model. RBC is modeled as spherical particles with cytoplasm 

in core shell surrounded by a membrane as shown in figure 1.11. The effective complex 

permittivity of this single cell is calculated by [72] 
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Where 


int  and 


mem  are the complex permittivity of the cytoplasm and cell 

membrane. Since the conductivity of the membrane is far less than the conductivity of 

the cytoplasm for MW relaxation time (~MHz) [72],  

    1
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 And if the thickness of the cell membrane d<<a (in general d~nm and a ~μm) [64] 
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Where C
*

mem is the complex conductance of the membrane and εmem, σmem are the 

dielectric permittivity and conductivity of the membrane.  

 

Figure 1.11: Schematics representation of how heterogeneous cells can be simplified to 

a homogeneous cell. 

A plot of CMF for the uniform microsphere is shown in figure 1.12a showing how the 

conductivity of the particle and the medium affect the frequency dependence of the 

CMF. In figure 1.12 b, a model cell CMF frequency response has been shown with 

varying cell sizes. We observed that cells have DEP response as n-DEP or p-DEP 

depending on the frequency of the applied field. The frequency at which the CMF factor 

becomes zero is termed as cross over frequency.         
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Figure 1.12: CM factor for (a) various situation of the conductivity of the medium and 

the particle σm=1x10
-3 

Sm
-1

, σp=100x10
-4 

Sm
-1

 (Red); σm=10x10
-3 

Sm
-1

, σp=100x10
-4 

Sm
-1

 (Blue); σm=1x10
-3 

Sm
-1

, σp=1x10
-4 

Sm
-1

 (Green); σm=10x10
-3 

Sm
-1

, σp=1x10
-4 

Sm
-1

 

(Cyan) , 080 m  and 110  Smm , (b) Model cell with 0int 45  , 1

int 5.0  Sm , 

08 mem , 18101  Smmem , d=8 nm, 080 m , 110  Smm  and a: 2μm (red), 

5μm (green) and 10μm (blue). 

 

We see from the figure 1.12b that when the cross over frequency ‘fx1’ is sensitive to the 

size of the cell while the fx2 does not change. At higher frequencies, the membrane 

capacitance effectively shorts out the high resistance of the cell membrane and 

therefore the CMF response depends on the relative differences of the dielectric 

permittivity of the cytoplasm and surrounding medium. As the crossover frequency 

fx1 fx2 
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(fx1) of cells of different sizes are different, this has been exploited for sorting of cells 

[67, 72]. 

 In OET, apart from the optically induced DEP, several other electrokinetic (light 

induced a.c. electro-osmosis (LACE)) and thermal effects (electrothernal (ET) and 

buoyancy) also occur [73]. LACE is more like AC electro-osmosis in which the charges 

in the electrical double layer change polarity with change of applied ac field and 

therefore results in a motion of the ions in the fluid in one direction. The only difference 

is that instead of a metal electrode, a virtual electrode is used. Valley et al. [73] 

observed that LACE is a dominant effect at the applied frequencies below ~1 KHz. 

Similarly, when the light is illuminated on the photo conductive layer, it results in either 

generation of electron-hole payer or phonons. These phonons are a cause of concern 

being a localized heat source leading to a gradient in the permittivity and conductivity 

of the medium. Therefore higher the optical power, more dominant this effect would be 

due to higher heating. Additionally due to temperature gradient, there would be a 

gradient in the fluid density resulting in fluid flow and the particle will experience a 

force in this flow. Valley et al. [73] concluded that these thermal effect are more 

dominants at optical powers more that 1 KW.cm
-2

. Therefore DEP to dominate among 

other effects, the operational frequency should be more than 1 kHz and applied power 

less than 1 kWcm
-2

.     

1.6. Literature survey 

As a natural extension of the single beam trap, multiple tweezers can be constructed, in 

a most trivial way, by adding multiple lasers. Ashkin et al. had demonstrated the use of 

two lasers for levitation and orientation of non spherical particles [74]. Shortly 

afterward the demonstration of single beam optical trap [1], he used two independent 
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traps generated via two microscope objective one of which also worked as condenser [3] 

or through single objective through a beam splitter to trap rod like bacterium at the two 

end and orient them in controlled manner [74]. Here the number of traps is limited to the 

number of laser sources used and experimental complexities increase rapidly as more 

than two traps are attempted. Dual static optical traps generated by PBS were also 

reported [75, 76] for studies on single kinesin molecule mechanics. Burn et al. 

demonstrated that a large number of traps could be generated by interference of 

multiple beams and had demonstrated to generate periodic crystalline structures [48]. 

However, control of individual trap appears to be hard to implement. Over the period of 

time, fast and precise steering multiple optical trap systems using GSM and AOD were 

reported [26]. Sasaki and Misawa [77-80] reported the use of galvano scanning mirrors 

to generate multiple optical traps in time sharing mode for patterning of particles [77] 

[78] and trapping of metal particle [80]. These setups required that the scan rate of the 

scanning beam to be faster than the relaxation time of the particle being trapped [77]. 

Visscher et al. used acousto optic modulator (AOM) as a fast shutter to block the laser 

beam when the beam was scanned from one trap to the other by galvo scanning mirrors 

[81] and it was used for study on shape recovery of red blood cells [82]. Later on AOD 

based systems [49, 83] were reported which could control the position and power of 

individual trap and were having much faster scanning rate than the GSMs. These have 

been used for measurement of elasticity of RBCs for hemolytic disorders [84], direct 

measurement of colloidal forces [85], optical force clamp for single microtubules [86], 

RNA polymerase [87], DNA manipulation [88], stretching of RBCs [89] etc.  

 The above mentioned time shared optical traps could generate dynamically 

controlled multiple traps but in 2D only. To further have control in 3D, holographic 
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approaches were proposed [54, 55, 90, 91]. The initial efforts used static phase 

holograms to generate the traps while later on use of spatial light modulators 

revolutionized the field of micro-manipulation in two and three dimensions [58, 92, 93]. 

These allowed spatial tailoring of the light field for specific applications ranging from 

generation of special beams like Laguerre Gaussian (LG) beam [94, 95], Bessel beam 

[96-98] which found variety of applications such as cell rotation and orientation [99], 

trapping of low index particles [100] and spermatozoa [101], long distance guiding 

[102] to generation of complex structures for studies on lattice dynamics [103-109]. 

Not only these, several new application areas such as guiding/sorting of microparticles 

[110-130] were also explored. One of the major advantages of these optical techniques 

for guiding/sorting is that these are particularly suitable for small sample volume and 

are easy to integrate with microfluidic devices like micro total analysis systems 

(μTAS), modern spectroscopic techniques such as micro Raman spectroscopy etc. [131, 

132]. Sorting approaches can be broadly categorized as active sorting and passive 

sorting; Passive sorting techniques [123, 127,128, 130, 133] exploit the difference in 

the intrinsic optical properties (such as refractive index and size) of the particles to 

result in different trajectories for the particles when these interact with optical field 

landscape generated by interference [133, 134], hologram [121, 123] or AOD [135] 

based approaches. On the other hand, in active sorting techniques [115, 118, 125] the 

desired particles are first identified by any external technique (e.g. fluorescence, size) 

and thereafter an optical force is used to deflect/guide these to the output channel. 

 Among these sorting approaches the ones which are suitable for flow less medium 

have an added advantage as they do not require the flow generation arrangement of 

syringe pump, microfluidic chips etc. Therefore, recently, the use of multiple optical 
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tweezers for development of various micro-scale sorting approaches suitable for flow 

less medium has gained a lot of research interest. Passive flow less sorting can be 

achieved by using the optical potential of a Bessel beam [126, 127]. Particles placed 

within the outer rings of the beam move toward the bright central core at a rate that 

depends on their size and refractive indices. However, since the sorted fraction is 

guided along the axis of the central core, the extraction of the sorted articles is not 

easy. Other types of flow less sorting are based on moving light interference fringe 

patterns that are swept over the sample [136, 137]. But since these techniques employ 

multiple beam interference, these methods may be sensitive to vibration instabilities. 

On the other hand, in the absence of fluid flow, active sorting can be achieved by 

employing bright-field images based identification and subsequently use of 

holographic optical traps to move the particles to the desired region. To avoid 

collisions among the moving particles an iterative path planning algorithm was used 

and the particle trajectories were kept sufficiently apart to avoid interference from the 

optical force field of other traps. These requirements reduce the throughput of the 

technique.   

 The aforementioned tweezers setup could handle up to ~100s of particles [57] 

limited by the laser power handling capability of SLM. This is a bottleneck for 

applications requiring further higher throughput. Damage of cell due to high intensity 

of the laser (~MW/cm
2
) used in the optical tweezers is also a concern. To address these 

concerns, Opto-electronic tweezers (OET) which makes use of locally induced 

dielectrophoretic (DEP) forces controlled by light for trapping of microparticles were 

proposed [63]. This could manipulate ~15000 particles over an area as large as ~1.3 

mm
2 

using with optical intensity that is 10
5
 times less that that used in conventional 
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optical tweezers.These have been used for manipulation of variety of microscopic 

objects such as cell separation [64], selective cell lysis [67], cell electroporation [68], 

flow cell cytometry [138, 139], nanoparticle ac electroosmosis [140], separation of 

metallic and semiconductor nanowires [66] etc. In OET, for generation of illumination 

pattern to create the virtual electrode, commercially available projectors [141], Spatial 

light modulators or Digital micro mirror devices with incoherent light sources [63, 142]  

have been used. Initially the amorphous Silicon was used as a photo conductive 

material. However, due to complicated process for coating a layer of a:Si, alternatively 

layer of organic materials such as P3HT:PCBM [143], TiOPc [142] by spin coating was 

also explored. TiOPc has been an alternative promising candidate as a photo conductive 

material but getting a uniform coating by solution based approaches takes lots of effort 

as this has low solubility in organic solvent.  

1.7. Aim and outline of the thesis 

The aim of the thesis was to develop the advanced multi trap techniques and utilizing 

these for development of novel approaches for sorting/separation in flow less medium 

and guiding of cells and microparticles.   

 In chapter 2 we describe the development of dual line optical tweezers and present 

the results on use of this as optical guide for focusing of cells in microfluidic channels 

for Raman spectroscopy based cell cytometry. In chapter 3 we present the development 

of AOD based multiple optical tweezers setup and thereafter its use for the development 

of optical sorting approach that relies on dependence of diffusion constant on the size of 

the particles. In chapter 4, we present the use of holographic optical tweezers for 

development of two active optical sorting approaches based on use of multiple planes 

for trapping of microscopic objects. Chapter 5 describes the development of 
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opto-electronic tweezers setups and their use for manipulation and sorting of micro 

particles in dense sample. At last the conclusion and outline of the future work has been 

discussed.  
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2 Chapter 2: Optical guiding-based cell 

focusing for Raman flow cell cytometer 
  

In this chapter we describe our results on the use of dual line optical tweezers aligned 

in the shape of ‘Y’ as optical guide to produce a stream of single cells in a line for 

single-cell Raman spectroscopic analysis. The Raman excitation beam at 514.5 nm 

was positioned in the tail region so that the cells could be analyzed as they passed 

through. As a proof of concept, it was shown that red blood cells (RBCs) could be 

guided to the tail of the optical guide and the Raman spectra could be recorded in a 

continuous manner without trapping the cells. The recorded spectra were used to 

distinguish between RBCs containing hemoglobin in the normal form (normal-RBCs) 

and the met form (met-RBCs) from a mixture of RBCs comprising of met-RBCs and 

normal-RBCs in a ratio of 1:9. 

2.1  Introduction 

Flow cell cytometers play very important role in current cell biology research. 

Commercially available cell cytometers/ sorters such as fluorescence-activated cell 

sorters and magnetically assisted cell sorters are suitable for a wide variety of 

applications [144]. However, in addition to the requirement for a large sample 

volume, these systems are too expensive [144, 145]. Therefore, there is an interest in 

developing micro-fluidic based approaches, which provide advantages such as the 

requirement for a very small sample volume, being inexpensive and requiring low  

Work discussed in this chapter has resulted in the following publication: 

1. R. S. Verma, S. Ahlawat and A. Uppal, “Optical guiding based cell focusing for Raman flow 

cell cytometer”, Analyst, 143, 2648-2655 (2018). 
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maintenance (disposable). A reduction in the size of equipment allows easy 

portability. Efforts have been made to develop Lab-on-a-chip type systems for 

point-of-care diagnostics [146] and to integrate various spectroscopic techniques with 

microfluidic for cytometry/sorting applications [145, 147, 148]. However, these 

fluorescence-based approaches require staining/tagging of cells which in addition to 

photo bleaching of the fluorescence signal, may also suffer from the lack of 

availability of an appropriate marker [149]. Therefore, techniques that obviate the 

need for staining/tagging and thus analyze the cells in their purest form are also 

gaining interest. In this context, impedance flow cytometry [150-154] has been 

demonstrated to be able to characterize cells in terms of size, morphology, membrane 

capacitance and cytoplasm resistance. Raman spectroscopy-based flow cytometry, 

which enables the recording of the intrinsic biochemical fingerprints of individual 

living cells in a label-free and non-invasive manner is another label free technique 

[155, 156] that is also gaining considerable interest. In microfluidics, there are two 

primary requirements for performing Raman spectroscopy on single cells: the first is 

to bring the cells into a single line, i.e., focusing of the cell stream, and the second is 

the immobilization of the cells during spectral acquisition to acquire signals of good 

quality, as Raman signals are inherently very weak in nature. The cell focusing 

arrangement should be such that it allows a single cell to flow past the Raman 

detection region with nearly identical velocity at a time. Conventionally, 

hydrodynamic focusing is used to bring the cells into a single line in a particular 

region of the microfluidic channel. Furthermore, for the immobilization of the cells 

one common approach has been to use optical tweezers [115,157-160]. To trap a cell 

in a flowing medium, the optical force on the cell should be greater than the 
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hydrodynamic drag force. Although hydrodynamic focusing has been widely used for 

cell focusing, it has one inherent drawback: as the central sample stream is 

sandwiched by the sheath fluid, the flow speed of the sample stream changes inversely 

with its width, which, in turn, is controlled by the flow speed of the sheath fluid. 

Therefore, when one requires a single-line flow of cells, i.e., a very narrow width 

(∼cell size) of the sample stream, the flow speed of the sample stream increases, 

which then requires the use of higher optical power to trap and hold the cells. Because 

optical trapping requires focusing a laser on a diffraction-limited spot and this results 

in very high intensity at the focus, and therefore the use of high optical power for 

trapping may cause damage to the trapped cells [28, 161, 162]. An alternative 

approach for achieving cell focusing at a desirable speed (typically less than ∼400 μm 

s
−1

 (ref. [115]), in which cells can be optically trapped in the detection region by a 

suitable optical power, makes use of a microfluidic channel containing a cavity [15, 

157] in the detection region. The use of the cavity helps in reducing the flow speed in 

the trapping/detection region. A pinch flow fractionation approach to suddenly reduce 

the pressure of the liquid, leading to a reduction in cell flow speed, has also been 

reported [115] However, in both these approaches the cell stream becomes wider in 

the analysis region, and therefore many cells may be missed by the trapping and 

Raman excitation beams. Instead of focusing the cells into a single line to bring them 

to the detection region, another way could be the use of a programmable XY sample 

stage, so that by moving the sample stage the Raman excitation region inside the 

microfluidic channel could be adjusted according to the cell position [159]. However, 

the movement of the whole stage to bring the Raman excitation region to the cell 

position for recording the spectra requires an extremely dilute cell sample, which 
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results in very low throughput. Furthermore, these [115, 159, 160] optical trapping 

and release-based approaches always raise concerns regarding cell photo-damage, 

apart from having with low throughput. Although the concerns regarding damage 

raised by the use of a tightly focused trapping beam can be obviated by trapping the 

cells in the diverging fields of optical fibers [157, 158] or using DEP forces [163], the 

implementation of these techniques involves significant complexity. In addition, the 

use of a low conductivity buffer in dielectrophoresis based approaches may affect the 

cell viability [70, 164, 165]. Therefore, if the Raman signal can be enhanced so that 

the cells do not need to be stopped in the analysis region, this would serve both 

purposes: an increase in throughput and no concern regarding photo-damage due to 

the trapping laser. There are several techniques of signal enhancement, such as 

resonance Raman, surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) [166], coherent 

anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS)[167, 168] stimulated Raman scattering 

(SRS) [169, 170] etc. Of these, SERS requires the development of markers to tag the 

desired cells and therefore is not label-free [171-173]. CARS and SRS typically 

require expensive and bulky laser systems. Although, the signal enhancement in 

resonance Raman Effect is not very large, as compared to the other signal 

enhancement techniques, it is label-free and can be implemented using inexpensive 

laser systems. 

 Therefore we proposed a dual line optical tweezers based guiding arrangement for 

focusing the cells into a single line and making use of the resonance Raman Effect to 

analyze the cells as these pass through the Raman excitation region at the tail of the 

guiding arrangement. The major benefit of this approach is the decoupling of the 

width of the cell stream and cell flow speed, which enables independent control of the 
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cell flow speed. The detailed analysis of guiding of the cells using dual line optical 

tweezers and results of the proof of demonstration of the suitability of optical guide 

for cell focusing for Raman flow cell cytometry has been presented in this chapter.  

2.2  Experimental methods 

2.2.1 Sample preparation 

For our experiments, the unused parts of blood samples, which were collected for 

screening and found to be healthy, were provided without disclosing the donors’ 

identity by the blood bank of Choithram Hospital and Research Centre, Indore. The 

blood samples were collected by vein puncture from healthy volunteers in glass tubes 

containing EDTA (5.4 mg/3 mL) as an anticoagulant. RBCs were separated from the 

anticoagulated blood samples by centrifugation at 3000 rpm for ∼3 min. The 

separated RBCs were then washed three times with ice-cold phosphate buffer saline 

(PhBS) and then suspended in PhBS containing 2% bovine serum albumin. 

Appropriate dilutions of the cells in the buffer solution were then used for 

experiments. To prepare met-RBCs, 10 μL of pelleted RBCs were suspended in 10 

mL of PBS containing ∼0.05% sodium nitrite and kept at room temperature for 20 

min. The conversion from the oxygenated form of haemoglobin (Hb) to the met form 

was confirmed by the observation of a peak at 635 nm in the absorption spectra of the 

cells.  

2.2.2 Setup 

A schematic of the integrated microfluidics-Raman optical tweezers setup built on an 

Olympus IX83 inverted microscope is shown in figure 2.1a. Dual-line optical tweezers 

were generated by splitting a 1064 nm laser beam into two parts using a polarizing 

beam splitter (PBS1) and placing a cylindrical lens (CL) with a focal length of 100 mm 
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in the path of each of the split beams. These beams were then recombined using another 

polarizing beam splitter (PBS2) and passed through a spherical lens with a focal length 

of 200 mm before being coupled to a 60× oil immersion objective lens (Olympus, 1.35 

NA). By rotating the cylindrical lenses, the ‘Y’ shaped arrangement of the tweezers 

could be generated at the focus of the objective. A 514.5 nm Raman excitation beam 

from Ar ion laser (Stellar-Pro-L Select 300, Modu Laser, USA) was focused through a 

4× objective (Olympus, 0.28 NA) facing opposite the 60× objective. The use of the low 

NA objective resulted in a Raman excitation beam with a spot size of ∼8 μm in the 

sample plane. This was done to obtain a Raman excitation region that can enable better 

interactions with a whole cell. Furthermore, this reduces the power density of the 

Raman excitation laser and hence the risk of photo-damage to the cells. The 

forward-scattered Raman light was collected using 60× objective and coupled to a 

spectrometer (ARC-SP 2356, Princeton Instruments, USA) after passing through a 

notch filter (Kaiser Optical Systems, Inc., USA). The spectrometer was equipped with a 

thermoelectrically cooled CCD detector (PIXIS 100B, Princeton Instruments, USA). A 

grating with a groove density of 1200 g per mm and blazing wavelength of 500 nm was 

chosen to disperse the Raman signal. A schematic of the dual-line optical tweezers 

focused at the sample plane in the microfluidic channel is shown in figure 2.1b. Of the 

two line tweezers; one was made longer in comparison with the other by adjusting the 

relative position and power of one of the line tweezers with respect to the other. 

2.2.3 Microfluidic chip fabrication 

For the fabrication of microfluidic chip, a master consisting of three input channels 

and one output channel was fabricated in polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA).  
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Figure 2.1: (a) Schematic of the experimental setup. PBS1-2: Polarizing beam splitters, 

CL1-2: cylindrical lenses, M1-7: mirrors, SM: switching mirror: switches the collected 

light between bright-field imaging CCD and Raman spectrograph, Obj1: for focusing 

the 1064 nm laser onto the sample plane and collecting the Raman spectra, Obj2: for 

focusing the Raman excitation beam onto the sample, P1-2: polarizer, HWP1-2: 

half-wave plates for adjusting the power of the Raman excitation beam and trapping 

beam, respectively, HWP3-4: half-wave plates for adjusting the power in the dual-line 

optical tweezers, NF: notch filter, DM1: dichroic mirror: reflects the 514.5 nm laser 

and transmits the rest of the light from the illumination source, TL: tube lens, Cml: 

compensatory lens for collimating the emission signal, DM2: 1064 nm laser line mirror, 

L1-2, L5-6: lens pairs as beam expanders, L3: coupling lens to complete 4f system, L4: 

lens coupling the Raman-scattered light to the spectrograph. (b) Schematic expanded 

view of the dual-line tweezers (black) in the sample plane guiding the cells (red). 

 

(a) 

(b) 
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Ultrasonic treatment was used to remove any debris. Sylgard 184 

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) elastomers (pre-polymer and curing agent, Dow 

Corning Corporation) were mixed in a ratio of 10 : 1, poured onto the master and kept 

for ∼48 h at room temperature. The cured PDMS was peeled off the master, and 

connecting holes were punched using a 0.5 mm biopsy plunger. The structured PDMS 

was finally bonded with a microscope cover glass following treatment with oxygen 

plasma using Harrick plasma cleaner. The PDMS mould was pressed manually 

against the cover glass and further kept at 65 °C for ∼10 min for improved bonding. 

All the inlet channels in the microfluidic chip had a width of ∼100 μm, and the height 

of the microfluidic chip throughout the channel was ∼75 μm. The fabricated chip is 

shown in figure 2.2. The inlets were connected with the syringes via micro-tubing 

(Tygon). The syringes containing the sheath fluid were mounted on one syringe pump 

(New Era NE-4002X), and the syringe containing the cell sample was mounted on 

another syringe pump. The chip was first rinsed with 1% sorbitol, then with 1% 

Tween-80 to make the channels free of any debris, and finally with PBS to make the 

chip bio-compatible. Each rinsing step was carried out for 5 min at a flow rate of 20 

μL min
−1

. This process made the surface of the microfluidic channels hydrophilic and 

reduced cell adherence to the channel walls. Although cell focusing for Raman 

excitation was achieved using optical guiding, the purpose of using a sheath fluid to 

sandwich the sample was to keep the side walls of the chip away from the cell sample, 

which helps in attaining a more uniform velocity profile of the cells in the transverse 

plane, as also shown by Lei et al. [174] that microfluidic chips with a channel height: 

width ratio of ∼0.20 (close to the value of ∼0.25 for our chip) enable an almost 

uniform velocity in the central region in comparison with channels with a height: 
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width ratio of close to 1. Therefore, in our case (microfluidic channel height: width 

ratio of ∼0.25) the region of uniform velocity would extend for at least ∼100 μm (i.e., 

the width of the central sample region). The microfluidic chip design comprising three 

inlet channels (of which two side channels serve for sheath fluid flow) was therefore 

preferred over that with a single inlet channel. Furthermore, as the width of the sample 

stream was large (∼100 μm) in comparison with approaches [157, 158] using 

hydrodynamic focusing (∼10 μm) for the flow of cells in a single line, the effect of 

any fluctuations in pressure due to the syringe pumps was mitigated in the detection 

region. 

 

Figure 2.2: PDMS-based microfluidic chip connected with inlets and outlets for 

Raman flow cell cytometer. Scale bar: 2.7 mm. 

2.2.4 Data acquisition 

Continuous Raman spectra were recorded for single RBCs passing through the Raman 

excitation region with an acquisition time of 1s. The spectrometer was set to 

continuously acquire the resonance Raman spectra with an acquisition time of 1 s at 

an excitation power of ∼5 mW. This allowed the Raman spectrum of a single cell to 
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be recorded in a single acquisition with good signal quality without trapping the cell. 

Figure 2 shows a typical raw Raman spectrum recorded for RBC while it was passing 

through the Raman excitation beam in the microfluidic chip. It can be observed that 

all the major spectral features are visible in the raw spectrum. During analysis, all the 

Raman spectra were smoothed using Savitzky–Golay filters and background 

subtracted. The background was corrected by iterative polynomial fitting using a 

Matlab program [175] before subtraction. One major problem with PDMS based 

microfluidic chips is the spectral contribution of the PDMS material to the cell spectra 

[176]. In the present case, the cell height remained in the transverse focal plane of the 

tweezers, which was closer to the bottom of the chamber in comparison with the top 

side of the channel, and the PDMS spectra therefore did not appear in the cell spectra. 

Furthermore, the background contribution from the glass bottom was much smaller as 

compared to the strong resonance Raman scattering from the RBCs and hence could 

be ignored. 

2.3  Results and discussion 

All the parameters of the cell focusing arrangement are governed by the time that a 

cell is required to spend in the Raman excitation beam to record a spectrum with a 

good signal to noise ratio. For a given experimental setting, if the acquisition time is t, 

the cells should cross the Raman excitation region at a rate of (A + d)/t µm s
−1

, where 

A is the diameter of the excitation beam spot and d is the diameter of the cell. Thus, 

the fluid flow velocity should be R = ((A + d)/t) cosθ, where θ is the angle by which 

the tweezers of the optical guide are tilted with respect to the fluid flow direction. The 

value of R for our experimental parameters (A = 8 µm, d = 7.76 µm [177], t = 1 s and 

θ = 30°) should be ∼13.65 µm s
−1

.  
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Figure 2.3: Raw spectrum of an RBC recorded while it was passing through the 

Raman excitation beam in the micro-fluidic chip. 

 

In our experiments we used a flow speed of ∼15 µm s
−1

, which is very close to 

the desired value. Thus, the optical guiding arrangement was developed so that a 

single cell stream flowing at the above mentioned speed passed through the Raman 

excitation region. The guiding arrangement consisted of dual-line optical tweezers 

arranged in the shape of the letter ‘Y’. The cells enter through the open side of the 

guiding arrangement. To focus the cells in the tail region, two conditions need to be 

satisfied. The first condition is that the cells arriving in the vicinity of the optical field 

should be confined; and move along the longer axis of the tweezers. This can be 

expressed as Ft1, Ft2 > Fd sin θ, where Ft1 (Ft2) is the component of the optical force 

transverse to the longer axis of the line tweezers 1 (2), Fd is the drag force acting on 

the cells and θ is the angle at which line tweezers are inclined with respect to the fluid 

flow direction (figure 2.4a). The second condition is that the cells moving along the  
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Figure 2.4: (a) Schematic of the forces acting on a cell while the cell interacts with 

line tweezers 1 and 2 in fluid flow. Ft1 and Ft2 are the transverse components of the 

optical forces due to line tweezers 1 and 2 respectively. Fd: Drag force. θ: Tilt angle 

of line tweezers with respect to fluid flow direction. (b) Transverse components of the 

optical forces due to the line tweezers and the drag force on the red blood cell. LT: 

Line tweezers. 
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shorter line tweezers (LT2) should switch to the longer line tweezers (LT1) at the 

crossing point of the two line tweezers, and the cells in line tweezers 1 should keep 

moving, i.e., after the crossing point all the cells flow only along the longer line 

tweezers (LT1). At the crossing point, cells moving in each respective line of the 

tweezers also experience a transverse confinement force due to the other line 

tweezers, which may act to trap the cells at the crossing point. 

 To avoid this, the drag force component along the axis of line tweezers 1 should 

exceed the transverse confinement force due to line tweezers 2, i.e., Ft2 sin 2θ < Fd cos 

θ. Furthermore, the cells in line tweezers 2 also need to be switched to line tweezers 1, 

i.e., at the crossing point the component of the transverse confinement force due to 

line tweezers 1 along line tweezers 2 should exceed the drag force component along 

the axis of line tweezers 2, i.e., Fd cos θ < Ft1 sin 2θ, which leads to Ft2 < Fd < Ft1 for θ 

= 30°. To achieve this condition, the optical power in line tweezers 1 was kept higher 

than the power in line tweezers 2 and, furthermore, line tweezers 2 was aligned to 

make the dual-line optical tweezers of almost equal length before the crossing point. 

The optical forces acting on the cells were calculated using ray optics theory [178]. 

For the power values of ∼240 mW for line tweezers 1 and ∼200 mW for line tweezers 

2 used in the experiment, the transverse component of the optical forces for line 

tweezers 1 and 2 along the length of these tweezers is plotted in Figure 2.4b. For these 

calculations, the RBCs were considered to be spherical particles with a radius (r) of 

3.3 μm and a refractive index of 1.37 [179]. The viscous drag force on the cells Fd = 

6πηrv, where v is the speed of the fluid flow along the channel in the detection region 

and η is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid (0.001 Pa.s), was estimated to be 1.28 pN 

for the flow speed used in our experiments, i.e., ∼15 µm s
−1

. The Faxen law [180] was 
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also taken into consideration for calculating the drag force (height of the plane of 

focus of the laser tweezers ∼5 μm from the glass bottom of the microfluidic chip). 

Thus, the first condition, i.e., Ft1, Ft2 > Fd sin θ, is met up to a length of ∼60 μm in line 

tweezers 1 and ∼50 μm in line tweezers 2, as can be seen from figure 2.4b. At point 

C, the values of Ft1 and Ft2 are ∼3.7 pN and ∼1 pN, respectively. Therefore, the 

second condition, i.e., Ft2 < Fd < Ft1, is satisfied. Furthermore, it should be noted that 

line tweezers 2 should be capable of guiding up to the crossing point (C), and the 

guiding length for line tweezers 1 should extend beyond the crossing point up to the 

location of the Raman excitation beam.  

 

Figure 2.5: (a) Image of the dual-line optical tweezers arranged in the shape of the 

letter ‘Y’. The green-coloured spot indicates the Raman excitation beam; the line 

tweezers have been labelled as LT1 and LT2. Scale bar: 10 μm. (b) A snapshot from a 

video showing cells being guided to the tail of the optical guide arrangement 

(multimedia view). The semi-transparent red region schematically shows the line 

profile of the dual-line optical tweezers. 

  It may be noted that in order to unambiguously record the spectrum of each 

individual cell, the cells should arrive in the Raman excitation region at intervals of at 

least 2t s. Therefore, the cells should enter the optical guide at this rate. For a width W 

of the capture region, i.e., the open side of the optical guide, fluid flow rate R and 
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depth of the microfluidic channel D, the cell density should be one cell per volume of 

fluid equal to 2WDR. This gives the maximum permissible cell density, which was 

estimated to be one cell per volume of fluid of 2.25 × 10
−4

 μL for our experimental 

parameters of W = 100 µm, D = 75 µm, R = 15 µm s
−1

 and t = 1 s, which resulted in a 

cell density of ∼4.44 × 10
3
 cells per μL. Because the cells flow randomly in the 

channel and enter the optical guide in a similar fashion, maintaining such a strict time 

gap between cells is difficult. Therefore, in our experiments we used an even lower 

cell density, namely, ∼2 × 10
3
 cells per μL.  

A two-dimensional intensity image of the dual-line optical tweezers is shown in 

figure 2.5a. The location of the Raman excitation beam is indicated by the green 

circle. A snapshot from a video showing the guiding of RBCs by these dual-line 

optical tweezers is shown in figure. 2.5b. It can be observed that the RBCs, upon 

entering the guiding arrangement, are oriented vertically upon interaction with the 

tweezers, as this allows them to maximize their interaction with the highest-intensity 

region of the beam [99]. The video clearly shows that the RBCs are captured by both 

the line tweezers and are subsequently channeled within line tweezers 1, and thus a 

single-line flow of cells could be obtained. These cells were later analyzed by the 

Raman excitation beam located at the end of line tweezers 1.  

It may be noted that damage to the cells during optical trapping is a concern, and 

several studies [131, 181] have reported damage to RBCs caused by the 1064 nm laser 

beam on the basis of changes that appeared in the Raman spectra of the trapped RBCs. 

It has been reported [131] that cells start to become damaged beyond a trapping power 

of ∼40 mW (peak power density of ∼10 MW cm
−2

, considering the size of the focal 

spot to be of the order of ∼λ). To be on the safe side, the laser power in line tweezers 
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1, i.e., the line tweezers with higher power, was kept at ∼240 mW, which resulted in a 

peak power density of ∼0.5 MW cm
−2

, considering the length and width to be ∼60 μm 

and ∼2 μm, respectively.  

The Raman excitation wavelength was chosen close to the Q-band absorption 

region of Hb, which is the main constituent of RBCs, to resonantly enhance the 

Raman spectrum. We could record good quality Raman spectra of single cells with a 

power of ∼5 mW and an acquisition time of 1 s. With these exposure conditions, no 

damage to the cells was observed, as was also noted from their Raman spectra. At a 

fluid flow velocity of ∼15 μm s
−1

, a cell typically spends ∼1 s in the excitation region, 

and hence the Raman spectra of single cells could be recorded with a good 

signal-to-noise ratio without trapping the cells, as shown in figure 2.3.  

  

Figure 2.6: Average Raman spectra of normal-RBCs (blue) and met-RBCs (red) 

recorded over 25 cells. The spectra shown are area-normalized to emphasize the 

relative changes in the intensities of various bands. 

 

Because each cell needs to spend ∼1 s in the Raman excitation region to record 

good-quality spectra, this puts a limit on the throughput that can be achieved using the 

proposed arrangement. Thus, in a scenario in which the next cell arrives after a gap of 
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one acquisition period (∼1 s), a throughput of ∼1800 cells per h can be achieved, 

considering the fact that the spectrum of one cell should not overlap that of the next 

cell. However, in an actual situation the cells flow randomly in the channel, and 

therefore it is difficult to maintain a strict time gap between cells.  

 

Figure 2.7: (a) Score plot of normal-RBC (blue- squire shape) and met-RBC 

(red-circular shape) (b) loading plot of PC1 
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With a fluid flow rate of ∼400 nL h
−1

, we could achieve a throughput of ∼500 cells 

per h. To further increase the throughput, the acquisition time needs to be reduced, 

which in turn would require an increase in the Raman excitation power, but a higher 

Raman excitation power poses a threat of cell damage. However, a system with even 

higher throughput can be obtained by using advanced Raman scattering techniques 

such as coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS) [182, 183] stimulated 

Raman scattering (SRS) [184] etc., in which the signal level is several orders of 

magnitude higher than that in resonance Raman spectroscopy.  

We further show that by using this scheme we could distinguish between 

normal-RBCs and met-RBCs from a mixture of these RBCs. To emphasize the 

spectral differences between the normal-RBCs and met-RBCs, we initially recorded 

the Raman spectra of these cells in a stationary medium, as shown in figure 2.6. Each 

spectrum represents the average of those of 25 cells. It may be observed that at the 

power level that was used (∼5 mW), normal-RBCs became deoxygenated owing to 

photo-dissociation of oxygen from haemoglobin [162] and therefore the spectrum of 

normal-RBCs shown in the figure is more like that of deoxygenated RBCs. It can be 

observed from figure 2.6 that the prominent changes include shifting of the band at 

1358 cm
−1

 (ν4, breathing mode of pyrrole rings in Hb) to 1377 cm
−1

, decreases in the 

intensities of the bands at 1547 cm
−1

 (ν11) and 1604 cm
−1

 (ν19) and an increase in the 

intensity of the band at 1636 cm
−1

 (ν10) upon the transformation of normal RBCs into 

met-RBCs. This shift is known to be associated with a change in the oxidation state of 

Fe in Hb from Fe
2+

 to Fe
3+

 [162, 185]. 

The Raman spectral data were further analyzed with principal component analysis 

using software (The Unscrambler, Camo) to find out the band undergoing most 
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significant changes which can be used for discrimination between normal-RBC to 

met-RBC. A plot between principal component 1(PC1) and principal component 2 

(PC2) shown in figure 2.7a indicates that n-RBC and m-RBC get clustered in different 

groups along the first principal component. Further from the loading plot as shown in 

figure 2.7b, the maximum loading appears in the region 1350-1400 cm
-1

 and 

corresponds to a shifting of the band at 1358 cm
-1

 to 1377 cm
-1

. Because the absolute 

intensity of a particular band may vary depending on the volume of the cell and its 

interaction time with the Raman excitation beam, a shift in a band is therefore a better 

basis for discriminating between cells without the need for any statistical analysis. 

Therefore, we used the peak position of the ν4 band for the identification of the normal 

or met state of the RBCs flowing in the microfluidic chip. 

As a demonstration of the efficacy of this approach as a label-free microfluidic flow 

cytometer, we aimed to discriminate between met-RBCs and normal-RBCs from a 

mixture consisting of met-RBCs and normal-RBCs in a ratio of 1: 9. The spectrometer 

was set to continuously acquire resonance Raman spectra with an acquisition time of 1 

s at an excitation power of ∼5 mW. Data were recorded for a total of 1328 cells at a 

cell flow rate of ∼500 cells per h in multiple sessions, which took ∼162 min. The 

recorded spectra were then analyzed for the position of the ν4 band to identify 

met-RBCs and normal-RBCs. The area normalized averaged spectra of all the cells 

identified as normal-RBCs or met-RBCs are shown in figure 2.8. A total of 114 and 

1214 cells were identified to be met-RBCs and normal-RBCs, respectively, which 

yielded a ratio of 1: 10.7. Although this is close to the original mixing ratio, a better 

result could be expected if the experiments were performed on a larger number of 

cells. It may be noted that in our experiments we used RBC as sample, as their Raman  
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Figure 2.8: Area-normalized average spectra of (a) normal-RBCs (blue) and (b) 

met-RBCs (red) in flow. The thicker lines show the mean spectra of the normal- and 

met-RBCs, and the shaded regions show the standard deviations of the recorded 

spectra. The vertical lines show the band at 1358 cm
−1

 

spectrum can be resonantly enhanced using an excitation wavelength in the Soret or 

Q-band of the absorption spectrum of Hb. Similarly, molecules present in other 

mammalian cells, such as carotenoids, cytochromes, proteins, and nucleic acids, can 

also be investigated using the appropriate Raman excitation wavelengths. 

Furthermore, we used a weakly focused Raman excitation beam with a spot size close 
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to the size of the RBCs. By suitably adjusting the focal length or the distance between 

the lens (Obj 2 in figure 2.1) and the sample plane, the size of the Raman excitation 

spot can be varied and therefore cells such as white blood cells, tumor cells or other 

mammalian cells can also be investigated.  

It is pertinent to note here that because the resonance Raman effect, which was 

used in our experiments, requires the presence of absorbing molecules to occur; its use 

cannot be generalized like the spontaneous Raman effect. However, there are other 

variants of Raman techniques such as coherent anti Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) 

[183] or stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) [184] that provide even stronger signals 

and do not require absorbing molecules. Hence, by integrating the proposed optical 

focusing technique with these coherent Raman techniques a faster and more generally 

applicable microfluidic Raman flow cytometer can be developed.  

2.4  Conclusion 

To summarize, we discussed development of a Raman spectroscopy based label free 

microfluidic cell cytometer in which dual-line optical tweezers were used for optical 

guiding of the cells to the Raman analysis region. Optical guiding facilitated the 

decoupling of the cell flow speed from cell focusing. The suitability of this approach 

for cytometry was demonstrated by identifying RBCs in their normal and met forms 

on the basis of the spectra recorded for single cells in flow. The throughput for 

detection was ∼500 cells per h, which was limited by the acquisition time required for 

recording good-quality Raman spectra.  
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3 Chapter 3: Acousto-optic tweezers for passive 

sorting of colloids 

In this chapter, we present the development of acousto-optic tweezers setup which 

makes use of AOD for generation of multiple optical traps. AOT works on time sharing 

mode and also known as blinking traps. By appropriately choosing the periodicity of 

these traps larger sized colloidal spheres can be selectively trapped out of a mixed 

population. This happens because smaller sized spheres being more agile escape out of 

the trap volume during the off period of the trap beam. Therefore, by scanning an array 

of blinking traps over a mixed sample bigger spheres can be forced to move with the 

traps and eventually could be taken to the output side. Experimental demonstration of 

sorting between 1 µm and 2 µm diameter silica spheres is presented. 

3.1  Introduction 

Optical techniques to sort heterogeneous samples for functional and biochemical 

analysis of various sub-populations are particularly useful for small sample volume or 

particle number, and can be integrated with micro-fluidic devices like micro total 

analysis systems (μTAS) [186]. The ability to generate spatially sculpted light fields, 

either generated holographically [128], multi-beam interference pattern [133], or by 

time sharing technique [135], has found significant application in this area. In these 

techniques, however, the particles are affected by colloidal traffic problems when 

flowing through the sorting region. These issues may be reduced to some extent by the 

use of a flashing or translating optical potential [134]. However, carrying out optical  

Work discussed in this chapter has resulted in the following publication: 

1. R. Dasgupta, R. S. Verma and P. K. Gupta, “Microfluidic sorting with blinking 

optical traps,” Opt. Lett. 37, 1739-1741 (2012). 
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sorting in absence of any fluid flow can largely minimize these  issues. Further, the 

ability to separate particles in the absence of a fluid flow makes the technique usable 

with any sample chamber, without the need for complex microfluidic systems. Flow 

less sorting can be achieved by using the optical potential of a Bessel beam. Particles 

placed within the outer rings of the beam move toward the bright central core at a rate 

that depends on their size and refractive indices [127]. However, since the sorted 

fraction is guided along the axis of the central core, this scheme is not much suitable for 

planar microfluidic structure. Other types of flow less sorting are based on moving light 

interference fringe patterns that are swept over the sample [136, 187, 188]. But since 

these techniques employ multiple beam interference, these methods may be sensitive to 

vibrational instabilities. Another disadvantage of these methods is the need for laser 

sources delivering hundreds of mW of laser power, which makes it unsuitable to use 

low cost and compact diode lasers that can be conveniently integrated into the 

microfluidic structures. Here we show that blinking optical tweezers with appropriately 

chosen periodicity stably trap only the larger size fraction of the population when both 

smaller and larger particles are present in the medium. This occurs because the smaller 

particles are much more agile; if the time periodicity of the blinking trap is made 

suitably long, they have a high probability of escaping the trap volume during the off 

time. Therefore, in a flowless medium, when blinking traps were swept over a mixed 

sample, only bigger spheres follow the motion of the traps and are eventually taken to 

the output side. The technique requires only a few mW of power at each trap site and a 

small number of scanning traps was found to be adequate for sorting the particles. To 

understand the basic physical principle for selective trapping of particles by a blinking 
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trap, we may note that the mean square displacement of a Brownian particle is given by 

[189] 

                 (3.1) 

where ‘t’ is the time interval for observation and D is the diffusion constant given by 

fluctuation dissipation formula as [189]  

                 (3.2) 

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature in °K, η is the dynamic 

medium viscosity, and R is the radius of the spherical colloid. It can be seen from eq. 

(3.2) that smaller spheres are more agile and move through a longer distance than larger 

spheres over a given time interval. Therefore, by tuning the time periodicity of the 

blinking traps, smaller particles can be made to have a higher chance of crossing the 

capture range of the trap and escape during the off time. 

3.2  Materials and method 

The schematic of the acousto-optic tweezers setup made on a home built microscope is 

shown in figure 3.1. The laser source was a cw, 1064 nm Nd:YAG laser (home built) 

which was collimated and expanded using lens pair L1(f=50 mm) and L2 (f=100 mm).  

The expanded beam passes through a dual-axis acousto-optic deflector (AOD) system 

(DTD-275HD6M, IntraAction Corp., USA) placed at conjugate plane to the back 

aperture of a 100x, NA=1.25 oil immersion microscope objective (Zeiss Acroplan). 

Lenses L3 (f=150 mm) and L4 (f=300 mm) along with the dichroic mirror (DM) were 

used to image the AOD onto the back aperture of the microscope objective. The 

dual-axis AOD system could be aligned to have an useful (1,1) order diffraction 

efficiency of approximately 60% and to obtain low power variation (<20%) of the (1,1) 

Dtr 62 

RTkD B 6/
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diffraction order for complete range of driving RF frequencies (21 MHz to 33 MHz) 

ensuring similar trapping characteristics of the time shared traps. The iris was used to 

select the (1,1) diffraction order and block other light. 

 

Figure 3.1: Schematic of setup, Lenses pairs L1, L2 and L3, L4: beam expander, M1, 

M2, M3, M4 and M5: mirrors, HWP:  half wave plate, Dual Axis AOD: dual axis 

acousto-optic deflector, MO: microscope objective, DM: dichroic mirror. L5: lens to 

focus the light onto the CCD, A cut-off filter (F) was used to suppress the back scattered 

laser light onto the CCD. 

A fiber optic illuminator was used to illuminate the sample and the sample was 

imaged onto the CCD camera using mirror M5 and lens L5 (f=150 mm). A cut-off filter 

(F) was used to suppress the back scattered laser light onto the CCD. After the 

alignment, the laser power of the Nd: YAG laser was adjusted to ensure a trapping 

power of ~ 5 mW at each trapping sites.  

The AODs is controlled via direct digital synthesizers (DDS) (DVE 120, 

IntraAction Belwood, IL, USA) [190]. The DDS can generate sinusoidal waveforms 

with various frequencies, phases and amplitudes. The DDS sends the signal to RF 

power amplifier (DPA-502 Dual channel) which provides amplified RF power to 

piezoelectric materials bonded on Tellurium dioxide crystals placed perpendicular to 
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each other. The DDS can supply RF output up to 2 W of continuous wave power across 

1MHz to 120 MHz band with an internal clock frequency of 300MHz. Since the AODs 

operate between 21 and 34 MHz, the bandwidth of the DDS is sufficient for controlling 

the AOD. A LabVIEW based program was developed to control of the angle of 

deflection and the amplitude in the deflected beam [191]. 

For AOT setup position calibration, the change in the displacement in the trapped 

object position was mapped with the change in the frequency shift of the applied RF. 

For this, we recorded the images of a polystyrene sphere of size ~2 µm in trap while 

changing the applied RF by 1MHz each time. The position of the particle was estimated 

by applying the centroid detection algorithm on the intensity thresholded image. From 

these images, 8 pixel shift of the trap was observed corresponding to the 1MHz 

frequency shift of the AOD. Further the CCD pixel image size was calibrated using the 

stage micrometer (Olympus) and was estimated to be 1 µm=9 pixel. These resulted in 

the position calibration value of 1 µm=1.125 MHz.  

3.3 Results and discussion 

First, we estimated the escape probabilities of the colloids with a change in the half 

period from 50 ms to 2 s. The single particle was trapped and observed for 30 s to see 

whether it remained in the trap or escaped. For each half period, observation was made 

over twenty particles of each size. Results presented in figure 3.2(a) show that for a half 

period of >500 ms, spheres of size 1 μm have 100% chance of escape. Whereas, 2 μm 

spheres have nearly zero escape chance up to a half period of ∼1 s. Figures 3.2(b) (i) 

and (ii) show the trajectories of a 1 μm and a 2 μm sphere when trapped. The particles 

were tracked using cross correlation analysis method [43] on successive image frames 
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time separated by 40 ms. Briefly, a kernel image of a microsphere was selected out of a 

single image frame and thereafter cross correlation of the kernel with each frame in the 

sequence was performed. The centroid of the cross correlation peak in each image 

revealed the particle position. The precision of the method could be determined from 

the standard deviation of the estimated position coordinates over a series of images of a 

fixed microsphere on the cover slip as ∼5 nm. We started tracking a particle only after it 

got trapped. The trapping range was estimated as the radius of the circle centered at the 

trap focus that encloses all the recaptured particle trajectories. The long trace with an 

open end extending beyond the capture range shows the escape path. Since presence of 

any nearby particle can cause error in the tracked trajectories or can influence its motion, 

dilute mono-dispersed suspensions of 1 μm and 2 μm spheres having concentrations of 

∼9.5 × 10
7
 particles per ml and ∼1.2× 10

7
 particles per ml respectively were used that 

ensures no other particles were present within the observation region. Also the setup 

was kept on an air floated table top (RS2000-36-8, Newport Corp) to suppress any 

environmental vibrations that could influence the particles. The observed trapping 

ranges were ∼0.75 μm and ∼1.5 μm for 1 μm and 2 μm spheres, respectively. The 

trapping ranges were larger than the radius of the trap beam (∼0.5 μm); the trap range is 

approximately the sum of the radii of the beam and the particle itself. From Eq. (1), we 

calculated that the average time for the particles to diffuse through the trap ranges are 

∼200 ms and 1.53 s respectively. The values agree well with the results presented in 

figure 3.2(a). The above observation suggests that when an array of blinking traps with 

half period somewhat between 500 ms and 1 s is scanned towards an output side at a 

speed so that it takes ∼30 s to complete each scan, it is likely only larger spheres will 
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follow the traps, whereas the smaller spheres will be left behind. We used a square trap 

array of four traps generated by time sharing the laser beam at a frequency of 1 kHz. 

 

Figure 3.2: (a) Escape probabilities of spheres against TOFF (b) Trajectories of a (i) 1 

μm and (ii) 2 μm particle in trap. 

 

As this scan rate is much faster for the Brownian motion of micrometer size colloids, we 

assumed that trapped particles only see a steady optical potential. Over this we 

superimposed an amplitude modulation to synchronously flash the traps on and off (half 

period 700 ms). Also, the blinking pattern was spatially scanned over a distance of ∼12 

μm to the right at steps of 1.2 μm∕s as shown in figure 3.3(a). 
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Figure 3.3: (a) Time laps images from a video while scanning a set of four traps. Scale 

bar: 12µm, (b) Image frames showing the motion of the particles when the traps are 

moving toward the right.(c)Particle trajectories with dark lines and faded lines 

representing 2 μm and 1 μm spheres, respectively. Scale bar: 12µm. 
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Figure 3.4: (a) The scanning pattern of the trap array for sweeping over an area. (b) 

Image frames showing sorting between 1 μm and 2 μm silica spheres. (c) Trajectories of 

the 1 μm (fade lines) and 2 μm (dark lines) spheres. Scale bar: 12µm 
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The traps were held at each spatial location for a residency period of 3 s, so that 

total time taken for one scan was ∼30 s. To check whether the scheme works to produce 

selection between 1 μm and 2 μm spheres, we first trap two 1 μm and two 2 μm spheres 

in the four trapping sites and performed a scan toward the right. Results presented in 

figure 3.3(b) shows that at start (0 s) all the spheres are trapped at the four traps. The 

traps are off for 0.7 s–1.4 s and therefore at 1 s the distances between the spheres are not 

identical as these are free to move. At ∼6 s the 1 μm sphere at bottom left corner 

escapes out and the second 1 μm sphere also escape the traps at ∼12 s. The two 2 μm 

spheres stay on with the moving traps and at 30 s reach the right end. At 35 s the traps 

are off and the spheres have diffusional motion. Figure 3.3(c) shows the trajectories of 

the particles computed using a cross correlation algorithm. Whereas the 1 μm spheres 

did not have any directed motion toward the right end, the 2 μm spheres could be seen to 

get driven into the right end by the traps. It is pertinent to note here that since the capture 

range of traps depends on the size of the trap beam as well as on the particle size in a 

complicated fashion [192], and further, the time required for a particle to move through 

the trapping range can only be determined in a probabilistic fashion, it is therefore, 

difficult to predict the exact requirement on trap periodicity for effective separation 

between two given size fractions of colloids. We also did experiments with 0.5 μm and 

1 μm spheres and it was observed that for a trap off period of 70 ms the spheres could be 

separated. Since the visibility of the 0.5 μm diameter particles was poor the measured 

trajectories were not very accurate and therefore data are not presented. The 70 ms TOFF 

was chosen as we observed that for an off time of ∼40 ms nearly 100% of 0.5 μm 

particles escape out of the trap during an observation time of 30 s and for an off time of 

~80 ms nearly all the 1 μm size particles remained in trap for the same observation time. 
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Therefore, an intermediate value of 70 ms was chosen to selectively transport the 1 μm 

spheres. The result indicates that for going below particle sizes of 0.5 μm and 1 μm the 

required small TOFF may become too stringent considering the typical delays associated 

with the hardware and software modules. On the other hand, at the larger size end the 

required off time may be a few seconds, and therefore, the approach may become much 

slower. 

For sorting of particles over an area, we used raster scanning of the trap arrays. The 

trap array pattern moving toward the right end (output) was also made to shift in the 

perpendicular direction after each horizontal scan in steps of 1.2 μm/s over a distance of 

∼12 μm to perform an area scan as shown schematically in figure 3.4(a). Figure 3.4(b) 

demonstrates the sorting of 2 μm spheres toward the output. It is worthwhile noting that 

the scanning range can be varied by changing the focal lengths of the relay lenses (L3 

and L4) that image the AOD to the input of the objective. A longer scanning range will 

help ensure a better accuracy of separation. It can be seen from figure 3.4(b) that out of 

the mixed population only 2 μm spheres were selectively taken toward the right. In the 

second frame, three spheres can be seen to be trapped at the corners of the square trap 

array. In the third frame, the sphere farthest to the right reaches the output, but the 

remaining two spheres, which are trapped at the left column of the array, only reach the 

halfway mark. In the fourth frame, these spheres are again trapped in the right column 

of the array when a new scan has started. Therefore, in the fifth frame these spheres are 

also taken to the output. In a similar fashion, the remaining one sphere was also taken to 

the output. Figure 3.4(c) shows the tracks of the particles. All 2 μm spheres were seen to 

get sorted to the right, whereas the trajectories for 1 μm spheres are largely seen to be 
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dominated by diffusional motion. A small number of 1 μm spheres were seen to enter 

the output side via diffusional process.  

3.4  Conclusion 

In summary, we have demonstrated a new optical method for sorting different sizes of 

colloids under flow less condition. The accuracy of the method may be further 

increased using microfluidic channels that will prevent entry of smaller spheres into the 

output side by diffusion. The method can also be applied in spatial light modulator 

based setups. 
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4 Chapter 4: Active optical sorting using 

holographic optical tweezers  

In this chapter we have described the use of holographic optical tweezers for sorting 

applications suitable for different sample conditions in a flow less medium. For samples 

having small number of desired particles, an approach for active optical sorting of 

colloids/cells by employing a cross correlation based pattern matching technique for 

selection of the desired objects and thereafter sorting using dynamically controllable 

holographic optical traps is presented. The problem of possible collision between the 

different sets of objects during sorting was avoided by raising one set of particles to a 

different plane. Results obtained using this approach for some representative 

applications such as sorting of silica particles of two different sizes, of closely packed 

colloids and of white blood cells and red blood cells from a mixture of the two. Further 

it is shown that using multiple planes four different types of particles can be sorted in 

sequential or parallel manner. However, the approach is not suitable if the desired 

particles are in very small concentration. For such samples, an approach which can 

maintain separated particles from multiple ROIs was proposed and demonstrated by 

sorting of ~3 µm silica sphere in a mixture of ~3 and ~5 μm silica spheres.  

 
Work discussed in this chapter has resulted in the following publication: 

1. R. S. Verma, R. Dasgupta, S. Ahlawat, N. Kumar, A. Uppal and P. K. Gupta, “Pattern matching 

based active optical sorting of colloids/cells”, J. Opt. 15, 085301 (2013).  

2. R. S. Verma and N. Kumar, “An active optical sorting approach for low desired particle 

concentration in the sample using holographic optical tweezers”, Proc. of National Laser 

Symposium (NLS-26), held at BARC, Mumbai, CP-11-21, (2017). 

3. R. S. Verma, R. Dasgupta, S. Ahlawat, and P. K. Gupta, “Image pattern based selection and 

sorting of micro particles using holographic optical tweezers”, Proc. of National Laser 

Symposium-20 held at Anna University, Chennai, India, January 9-12, 2012, pp. 904-907. 
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4.1  Introduction 

In recent years there has been considerable interest in the development of efficient 

optical sorting techniques because of the non-invasive and sterile nature of optical 

forces. Additionally, optical techniques can work with a very small volume of the 

sample and can be easily integrated on a lab-on-a-chip system. There are primarily two 

approaches for optical sorting; passive and active sorting. Passive sorting techniques 

[121, 127,133, 187, 193, 194] exploit the difference in the intrinsic optical properties 

(such as refractive index and size) of the particles to result in different trajectories for 

the particles when these flow over an optical field and escape. On the other hand, in 

active optical sorting techniques [115, 148, 195, 196] the desired particles are first 

identified and thereafter an optical force is used to deflect/guide these to the output 

channel. An example of active sorting scheme is the microfluidic version of the flow 

cytometer. Here the throughput is limited by the fact that the cells are identified and 

sorted one at a time. Parallel identification and sorting of a number of objects at a time 

is desirable for increasing the throughput. One approach to achieve this is to employ 

image analysis routines to identify objects and subsequently use holographic optical 

traps to sort them. An important advantage offered by this approaches is that the 

technique can work under a flow-free condition. Rodrigo et al. [119] were the first to 

demonstrate the use of real time arbitrary patterning of a holographic optical tweezers 

array for performing sorting tasks in a colloid suspension. However, their approach 

required human input for identifying and subsequently manipulating each individual 

particle and therefore was inherently slow. A significant improvement in the sorting 

speed was made by Chapin et al. [118], who used the bright-field images of objects for 

the identification and subsequently used an array of holographic optical traps to move 
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the particles to the desired region. To avoid collisions among the moving particles an 

iterative path planning algorithm was used and the particle trajectories were kept 

sufficiently apart to avoid interference from the optical force field of other traps. These 

requirements limited the applicability of the approach to dilute suspensions and also 

limited the speed of sorting. Typically, for a suspension of tens of particles over ∼1600 

sq µm of area, the time for calculating the optimized paths for all the particles were 

reported to be of the order of a few tens of seconds. Another possible approach to avoid 

collisions is to make use of multiple weakly focused laser beams to axially deflect one 

type of particle and then use a suitable fluid flow to deflect the particles present in a 

higher Z plane in one of the vertically stacked channels of a microfluidic system [125]. 

However, this approach has two drawbacks; first, it requires fluid flow for sorting, and 

second, a variation in the power of the multiple beams generated to  trap particles 

results in a change in the position of the Z plane of the deflected particle, leading to a 

reduced accuracy of the sorting method. In this paper we report results of our studies 

on the use of computer controlled maneuvering of holographic traps to manipulate the 

particles in different Z planes and achieve sorting under a flow free condition. 

Most of the approaches are limited for binary samples i.e. samples having mixture 

of two types of cells/particles. However, many a time, like in the blood samples, more 

than two constituents are present. In such samples it would be more useful for real life 

applications if the approach can be extended to more type of particles. To achieve this 

we investigated the possibility of using multiple planes in sequential or parallel 

manner. Furthermore, if the concentration of the desired particle in the sample is low as 

compared to the other, such as white blood cells in blood sample, it may so happen that 

many a time no white blood cell is visible in the field of view in a flow free medium. In 
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such cases, an approach which can be used for sorting of the desired particle for 

required number in multiple field of view would be useful.  

In this chapter, we present the development of two active optical sorting 

approaches based on use of multiple planes for trapping using HOT. One approach 

makes use of pattern matching and the other makes use of manual selection of the target 

particles. We present results of sorting of different mixtures of different sizes of 

microparticles (such as polystyrene, silica, cells etc.) using these approaches.   

4.2  Pattern matching based active optical sorting  

In this approach, particles are first identified using a cross correlation based image 

pattern recognition technique. Thereafter these identified particles were trapped and 

one set of particles were moved in a higher Z plane using the holographic optical traps. 

These two set of particles maintained in trap but in different planes were translated 

parallel in opposite directions in respective planes. At the end the particles in the 

upper plane were brought down to the bottom plane. The approach naturally avoids 

particle–particle collision by using multiple planes for different types of particles. To 

demonstrate the applicability of the approach it was used to successfully sort particles 

of two different sizes or indices of refraction and for sorting human red blood cells 

from white blood cells. 

4.2.1 Method 

The main steps of the algorithm for optical sorting approach are shown by a flow chart 

as shown in the figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1: Flowchart of the sorting process 

Identification of desired sets of particles in an image using the image processing 

algorithm:  

The bright-field images of the sample were grabbed using a LabVIEW based camera 

interfacing program and analyzed in Matlab. Kernel images of the desired particles 

were marked by using a variable rectangular region selector (as shown by the blue 

rectangle at the top left corner of figure 4.2(a)), available in the GUI interface of Matlab, 

which can be moved on the whole image and be freely altered to any rectangular size. A 

cross correlation based pattern matching technique was used to identify the desired 

particles. As shown in figures 4.2(b) and (c), the cross correlation peaks at the locations 

of the desired particles are high as compared to those for other particles. To find the 

coordinates of these particles, the cross correlation image was thresholded and 

converted to a binary image by assigning the value 0 to pixels having values less than 

the threshold value and the value 1 to pixels having values equal to or more than the 

threshold value.  
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Figure 4.2: Determination of particle position by use of pattern matching technique 

(a) an  image of the sample consisting of mixture of particles of sizes ~3 μm and 

~5μm, the rectangle (green) shows the region of interest and the rectangle at top left 

corner (blue) is the variable rectangular region selector, (b) and (c) the cross 

correlation matrix for the big and small particle, the insets show the kernel for the 

particles, (d) and (e) the binary images of the two particles after thresholding. Scale 

bar: ~5μm. 
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The binary images are shown in figures 4.2(d) and (e). A weighted average method was 

used to locate the centre of the particle [197]: 

        

     

            (4.2) 

where xi, yi are the coordinates of the pixel and I(xi yi) is the corresponding intensity. 

The particle positions thus estimated were thereafter used for computation of the phase 

hologram. 

Choice of a suitable translation step size and an appropriate height for the upper 

Z plane:   

In our approach once the position of all the particles in the region of interest is located, 

one set of particles are to be lifted to a higher Z plane and thereafter particles in the two 

planes are to be translated in opposite directions so that when the particles in the higher 

plane are brought back to the sample plane they are well separated from those trapped in 

the sample plane. The implementation of the approach requires determining a suitable 

translational step size and a proper height for the upper Z plane. To illustrate the need to 

select a proper translation step size, let us consider two identical particles adjacent to 

each other and assume the direction of translation to be along the common diameter as 

shown in figure 4.3(a). Initially holographic traps of identical strength are generated for 

trapping both particles. Now, if the trap beams are shifted by a translation step size 

equal to the radius of the particle (figure 4.3(b)), the leading particle ‘1’ will lie 

symmetrically between the two traps and the trailing particle ‘2’ will have an attractive 

force towards the direction of the translation. Since particle ‘1’ is in a symmetric 

situation, it will remain there. Therefore, the translation of the trailing particles will be 
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hindered and could lead to jamming. To avoid such situations, all the particles in one 

given plane should remain in their respective trap during translation, which requires 

that the sequential movement of individual traps should be a fraction of the radius of the 

particle. The translation step size of the traps should be chosen to ensure that the 

particles in all the traps in one plane should remain in their respective traps during 

translation. For this, the optical trapping forces on the micro particles was calculated 

using generalized Lorentz Mie theory (GLMT), which is the most suitable for these 

sizes of particles as it does not make any approximation relating to the interaction 

wavelength and the particle size. The inter-trap separation was taken to be equal to the 

diameter of the particle (since this will correspond to the largest packing density in a 

linear chain). 

 

Figure 4.3: Arrangement of particles and trap beams considered to illustrate 

computation of a suitable translation step of traps; (a) the trapped particles in the 

initial condition and (b) the position of the trap beam and particles if a translation step 

equal to the radius of the particle is chosen. The solid arrows show the direction of 

beam propagation. The direction of the translation is shown by dashed arrows. The 

leading particle with respect to the direction of propagation is marked as ‘1’ and the 

trailing particle as ‘2’. 

In GLMT, the optical forces are expressed as [36, 37] , 
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where Cpr;z is the longitudinal radiation pressure cross-section along the direction of 

propagation of the trapping beam, Cpr;x, Cpr;y are the transverse radiation pressure 

cross-sections, nm is the refractive index of the medium, ‘c’ is the speed of light in 

vacuum, P is the trap beam power and ω0 is the waist radius of the focused beam in 

medium. The derivation and the expressions for these cross-sections can be found in [36, 

37]. For the computation of the trapping forces on micro particles, the power of the trap 

beam was taken as 5 mW per trap and the beam waist at the focus was taken as ∼0.8 µm, 

while the optical trapping forces were computed for particles of sizes 2, 3 and 5 µm.  

 

Figure 4.4: Trapping forces on particles of sizes (a) 2, (b) 3 and (c) 5 µm while two 

particles of the same size adjacent to each other are being translated in a direction 

along the common diameter. The force on the leading particle is shown by a ‘red color’ 

and on the trailing particle by a ‘green color’. 

Since the smallest separation between the positions of traps was kept equal to the 

diameter of the particle even for the smallest particle (2 µm), the interference between 

the trap beams in the focal plane can be ignored. The force on both the leading and the 

trailing particle was computed for different translation step sizes and is shown in figure 

4.4. It was observed that the maximum trapping force on the two particles is achieved 

for a translation step corresponding to ∼70–90% of the radius of the particle. 

In experiments where particles of different sizes are used, the height of the 

equatorial planes with respect to the Z axis of the two particles will be different. If the Z 

plane corresponding to the equatorial plane of one size of the particles is imaged, the 
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size of the kernel for these particles will be equal to the diameter of the particle, but for 

the other size particles having an equatorial plane in the other Z plane, because of 

defocusing of the illumination beam, the kernel size will be larger than the actual size of 

the particle (by ∼20% for particles in the size range 2–5 µm). To roughly take this 

factor into account, instead of choosing a translation step of 0.7–0.9 times the radius, we 

opted for a step size equal to R/2 for the particles. Thus a step size of 0.5, 0.75 and 1.25 

µm was used for particles of diameter 2, 3 and 5 µm respectively.  

The choice of the height of the upper z plane is affected by two competitive 

effects. First, the separation between the planes should be sufficiently large such that 

the motion of the particles in one plane does not affect the motion of particles in the 

other plane. Second, the trap strength decreases due to spherical aberration effects as 

we move deeper inside the medium [198]. Therefore the separation of the planes was 

chosen to be more than the sum of the diameter of the particles and was kept as 1.2 

(R1 + R2). The total trap beam power used in the experiments was ~50 mW at the 

sample plane. It is to be noted that the upper plane height with respect to the sample 

plane can further be increased provided large optical trap beam power is needed. 

Hologram computation 

Various non-iterative techniques (lens and grating algorithm, random masking etc.) and 

iterative techniques (Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm, direct search algorithm) [59, 99-203] 

have been developed for phase hologram computation with a view to optimize aspects 

such as the hologram computation speed and the quality of the multiple trap beams. 

Since in our study we required 3D real time manipulation of the microscopic particles, 

the choice of algorithm is dictated by its speed. Random masking is the fastest method, 

but the diffraction efficiency of the hologram drops drastically as the number of traps 
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increases [204]. Another non-iterative approach (lens and grating algorithm) is also fast 

provided the number of particles to be manipulated is limited to ∼8–10 particles. 

However, in situations such as in our experiment, where the number of particles could 

be higher than this, the computation time with the lens and grating algorithm increases 

significantly. Therefore, we used a simpler version of the GS algorithm, in which 

instead of using the iterative mode we used the phase part of the single inverse Fourier 

transform of the desired trap array at the focal plane as a phase hologram for 2D 

hologram computation to ensure higher speed [118] and added a lens phase function to 

translate the traps to higher planes.  

The lens phase function for axial displacement from the focal plane is given by:   

           (4.4) 

Where, xh and yh are grating hologram pixels, z is the axial displacement from the focal 

plane, λ is wavelength of the trapping laser beam and f is the focal length of the 

microscope objective. The total phase function is give by: 

       (4.5) 

where,  is the phase hologram for the trap sites in the focal plane. In our case, 

computation of the hologram took ∼600 ms for a 1024 pixel×1024 pixel size hologram 

on a computer with a Core 2 Duo, 2.66 GHz processor. To enhance the speed of 

computation we used hologram binning [199]. We computed the phase hologram for 

512 pixels × 512 pixels and then assigned the phase value of one pixel to the 

corresponding four pixels in 1024 pixels × 1024 pixels, which reduced the computation 
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time by four times. Thus we could achieve computation of the phase-only hologram at a 

rate of about 7 Hz. Though the above technique reduces the range over which the traps 

can be steered in a sample plane, it was adequate for the sample area (∼1325 µm
2
) used 

in our experiments. It is to be noted that after addition of the lens phase function and 

thereafter performing the phase unwrapping, the final hologram display rate was about 

6 Hz, and during the experiments the holograms were displayed at 5 Hz. 

4.2.2 Materials and methods 

A schematic of the setup used in the experiment is shown in figure 4.5. We used an 

inverted microscope (Olympus, IX-81) equipped with a motorized translation stage 

(Prior, H117). A liquid crystal based phase-only spatial light modulator (SLM) 

(Holoeye, PLUTO) was used for the generation of the holographic optical traps by 

diffracting a TEM00 1064 nm CW fiber laser beam (IPG Photonics, YLM-SC-20). The 

SLM has 1920 pixels × 1280 pixels and is computer controlled to provide 0 to 2π phase 

modulation in 256 gray levels. A pair of lenses (L1, L2) was used to suitably expand the 

laser beam to fill up the smaller dimension of the SLM. The diffracted beam was 

relayed using the lens pair L3 and L4 (~500mm) to the input pupil of a 100×, NA 1.4 

Plan-apochromat oil-immersion objective lens (Nikon). The polarization of the incident 

laser beam was controlled by a combination of a polarizer and a half wave plate (HWP) 

placed before the beam expander. A halogen illumination source (12 V, 100 W) was 

used to illuminate the sample and the bright-field images were recorded using a 

monochrome CCD (Watec Inc.). A dichroic mirror was used to reflect the trapping laser 

beam (1064 nm) to the microscope objective and transmit the bright-field images to the 

CCD. A 800 nm short pass filter (SPF) was used to suppress the back scattered laser 

light from the different optics in the imaging path to the CCD. 
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Figure 4.5: A schematic of the setup used in the experiment.SLM: spatial light 

modulator, HWP: half wave plate, P:polariser, L1,L2:lens working as a beam 

expander, L3,L4: lens for making 4f arrangement, M1,M2: mirrors for relaying the 

beam to the microscope, DM: dichroic mirror, MO: microscope objective, TL: tube 

lens, M3: mirror for reflecting the visible light to the camera, SPF: short pass filter, 

CCD: charged coupled device. 

The CCD pixel image size was calibrated using the stage micrometer (Olympus) and 

was estimated to be 1 µm≡7 pixel. Further for experiments involving the translation of 

the trap requires the first order deflection of the SLM is scaled by a factor of 2.5 so that 

the change in the camera pixel value given to hologram computation is reflected in trap 

position translation. To align the trap laser to the centre of the SLM, a computer 

generated hologram required for generation of the Laguerre Gaussian beam was used. 

In case laser is not falling symmetrically to the centre of the SLM, the radial intensity 

pattern instead of being radially symmetric will be asymmetric. Thereafter, the 0
th

 order 

beam was allowed to pass from the periphery of the lens L3 and the first order deflected 

beam to pass through the centre of the lenses to the microscope objective.  

The samples of silica microspheres of sizes 2, 3 and 5 µm (Poly Sciences Inc.) were 

prepared by mixing an aqueous suspension of these particles in 1 ml deionised water. 

The sample of borosilicate glass microspheres (Duke Scientific Corporation) of size ∼5 
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µm was prepared by suspending glass microspheres in powder form in 1 ml deionised 

water. Binary samples of particles for the experiment were prepared by mixing 

appropriate volumes of the stock solutions. The blood sample (5 ml) was collected from 

a healthy volunteer in a glass tube containing EDTA (5.4 mg/3 ml) as an anticoagulant. 

The anticoagulated blood was mixed with an equal volume of Histopaque −1077 

(Sigma Aldrich) and centrifuged at 2700 rpm for 30 min so that cells became layered in 

the tube. In the layered blood sample, the upper part of the plasma was aspirated and 

discarded from the sample. The ring portion containing mainly the white blood cells 

(WBC) was aspirated and suspended in RPMI-1640 growth medium (RPMI medium 

with 1 mM NaHCO3, 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), HEPES (25 mM), glucose (5 

mM), penicillin (50 U ml
−1

), streptomycin (50 µg ml
−1

) and nystatin (2.4 mM)) for 

further centrifugation at 2100 rpm for 10 min. The supernatant was aspirated and the 

pellet of cells was resuspended in RPMI medium. The centrifugation and washing of 

WBC portion was done thrice to get a highly enriched WBC sample. A few µl of 

palleted red blood cells were aspirated from the tube and suspended in RPMI-1640 

growth medium. Both the sample of WBCs and RBCs were appropriately diluted and 

mixed for experiments. 

4.2.3 Results and discussion 

The approach was first used for sorting of 3 and 5 µm silica particles from a mixture of 

the two as shown in figure 4.5. Initially the positions of all the particles were 

determined using the cross correlation based image processing algorithm and traps were 

generated to trap all the particles. The particles of 3 µm size were then moved to a 

higher Z plane and, after translating the particles in the two planes in opposite directions 

to the edges of the region of interest (ROI), the 3 µm particles in the upper plane were 
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brought back to the bottom plane. In our experiments particles of the smaller diameter 

were lifted into the upper plane, but the reverse can also be performed.  

 

Figure 4.6: Optical sorting of 3 and 5 µm diameter silica particles from a mixture of 

the two. (a) Initial image of the sample plane containing particles of both diameters. (b) 

3 µm particles were lifted into the upper plane and 5 µm particles were trapped in the 

sample plane. (c) Particles in both planes were translated in two opposite directions. (d) 

Particles in the upper plane were brought back to the bottom sample plane. The total 

time required for sorting is ∼13 s. Scale bar: 5 µm. 

The method could also be used for sorting a closely packed sample of silica particles of 

diameter 2 and 3 µm (particles covering ∼28% of ROI). The results are shown in figure 

4.6. For this packing density of particles, when a step size of R/2 was used, the accuracy 

of sorting of particles having diameters ∼2 and 3 µm was ∼70–80%. In general the ∼2 

µm particles were either getting deflected by other traps or not following the traps. We 

believe that this may arise due to the large variation in power of the different traps (as 

high as ∼50%) due to the use of a non-iterative mode for computation of the holograms. 

This variation in individual trap beam powers will change the optical force on a particle, 

and may result in the deflection of particles in the other directions instead of getting 

translated in a desired direction, due to the effect of the other nearby trap beams. 

Experiments performed with smaller step sizes showed that as the step sizes were 

reduced the accuracy of sorting improved. With a step size of R/5 the particles could be 

sorted with an accuracy of 100%.  
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Figure 4.7: Images showing the sorting of 2 and 3 µm silica particles from a mixture 

of the two (a) bright field image of the particles (b) particles of diameter ~2 µm are in 

the upper plane while the 3µm particles are in the bottom plane (c) sorted particles at 

the bottom plane. The total sorting time is ∼27 s. Scale bar: ~5µm. 

Particles of the same diameter but with different refractive index will have a different 

distribution of intensity in its kernel and can be selected by using the pattern matching 

technique used in the approach. Therefore particles of silica and glass having the same 

diameter ∼5 µm could be sorted as shown in figure 4.7. The glass microspheres were 

trapped and lifted to the upper plane while silica particles were in the trap in the bottom 

plane. The total time required for sorting is ∼21 s.  

 

Figure 4.8: Images showing the sorting of silica and glass microspheres (diameter ∼5 

µm) from a mixture of the two. (a) Bright-field image of the sample plane. (b) Glass 

particles were trapped and lifted to the upper plane while silica particles are in the 

bottom plane in the trap. (c) Sorted particles. The total time required for sorting is ∼21 

s and the movie is accelerated by 3×. Scale bar: ∼5 µm. 

 

It is pertinent to note that the ∼270 ms time required to compute the coordinates for the 

desired particles and display the first hologram to trap the particles in the sample plane 
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will limit the smallest size particles that can be sorted, because in this time window the 

smaller size particles may diffuse and move out of the trapping range. The diffusion 

constant is given by Stokes Einstein relation [121] 

              (4.6) 

where η is the dynamic viscosity of the medium, r is the radius of the particle, kB is the 

Boltzmann constant and T is absolute temperature. The mean square displacement is 

given by 

              (4.7) 

where tD is the diffusion time. In 270 ms, silica microspheres of diameter 1 and 2 µm 

suspended in water can diffuse to a distance of ∼0.9 and ∼0.6 µm. The spatial extent of 

the optical trap in the focal plane depends on both the size of the particle and on the 

focal spot size. For the particle sizes used in the experiments it will be approximately 

equal to the diameter of the particle. Because, for the 1 µm particles, the diffusion 

length is approximately equal to its size, there is a strong possibility that the particles 

would diffuse out over a distance so that the trap when generated by the first hologram 

would not be able to capture the particle. Therefore, the method should be suitable for 

manipulation and sorting of particles having diameters greater than 1 µm. 

It is also pertinent to note that the sorting method makes use of a pattern matching 

technique to select the desired particles based on their bright-field images. A variation 

in the intensity pattern of the particles that may be caused for example by buoyancy of 

lighter particles will therefore influence the selectivity. While a higher threshold value 

will ensure 100% selectivity at a reduced separation factor, a lower threshold value will 
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compromise selectivity for the desired particles. While the effect of buoyancy was 

insignificant for silica and glass microspheres because of their larger density (≥2 g 

cm
−3

), it was significant while working with polystyrene microspheres (density ~1.052 

g cm
−3

).  

 

Figure 4.9: Sorting of RBCs and WBCs from a mixture of the two. (a) Cells in the 

sample plane, this image have been taken for the kernel selection. (b) The cells were 

trapped and translated in opposite directions in their respective planes. (c) The RBCs in 

the upper plane were brought back to the lower plane. (d) After releasing the cells from 

the trap the RBCs took some time (∼20 s) to move from the vertical orientation to the 

natural horizontal orientation. The total sorting time is ∼30 s. Scale bar: ∼8 µm, 

Furthermore, the heating of the medium due to the laser beam could also create some 

convective flow which may adversely affect the implementation of the scheme. 

However, it has been shown earlier that for transparent objects of sizes greater than a 

few hundred nanometers the effect of the convective flow is negligible as compared to 

the optical forces [19, 205]. 

As a demonstration of the proof of the concept for suitability of the approach for 

sorting of cells in a mixture, red blood cells (RBCs) and white blood cells (WBCs) were 

sorted from a given mixture of the two. Snaps of the videos of sorting of these has been 

shown in figure 4.9. Initially all the cells were trapped, and thereafter RBCs were lifted 

to the upper plane ∼10 µm away from the bottom plane. Typical human RBCs are 

biconcave disk-shaped cells having disk diameters of ∼6–8 µm and thicknesses of 

∼2–3 µm [206]. It is well known that when a RBC is trapped, it orients itself to the 
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vertical plane [207, 208] as this maximizes the overlap of the cell with the region of 

high beam intensity. Furthermore, if a linearly polarized beam is used for trapping, the 

orientation of the RBC in the vertical plane changes such that its symmetry axis 

becomes perpendicular to the electric vector of the trapping beam [99, 208]. Depending 

on the polarization state of the trap beam, the orientation of the symmetry axis of the 

trapped RBC can be different from that of the direction of translation. Therefore the 

projection of the RBC along the direction of translation will vary. Therefore, we used a 

smaller translation step size of R/5 (∼0.8–0.9 µm) for the RBC while the WBC was 

translated with R/2 (∼2.5 µm) translation step size. The cells were translated in two 

opposite directions in the respective Z planes and then the RBCs from the upper plane 

were brought back to the bottom plane. The time required for sorting was ∼30 s and the 

cells could be translated up to a speed of ∼12.5 µm s
−1

.  

4.2.4 Multi particle sorting 

Most of the sorting approaches are suitable for sorting in a binary mixture [126, 127]. 

However, this is not the case with the pattern matching based sorting approach. The 

approach can easily be extended for samples containing four types of particles either 

varying in size of material. It is to be noted that as the region of interest is rectangular, it 

led to extension of the approach for four types of particles. The sorting process can be 

executed in two ways; (A) in semi sequential manner i.e. all the particles in the ROI 

were trapped and one type of particles was lifted to the upper plane and translated to 

bottom side of the ROI and thereafter brought down to the bottom plane as shown in 

figure 4.10(a)-(c). Similarly ~3µm polystyrene sphere (second type of particle) was 

sorted to the upper side of the ROI as shown in figure 4.10(d).  
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Figure 4.10: Snapshots from a video showing sorting of particles in sequential manner 

using two Z planes (a) particle before the start of the sorting process (b) 2µm silica 

microspheres trapped and lifted to higher Z plane and (c) after translation to the bottom 

side of the ROI brought down to bottom side (black arrow shows the sorted particles on 

the bottom plane (d) ~3µm polystyrene sphere after getting sorted to upper side of the 

ROI (e) ~6µm polystyrene microsphere lifted to higher Z plane (black arrow shows the 

lifted particle) (f) all the particles sorted at four sides of the ROI; Scale bar: 5µm 

 

Figure 4.11: Snapshots from a video showing sorting of particles in sequential manner 

using four Z planes (a) particle before the start of the sorting process (b) all the 

particles have been lifted in multiple Z planes leaving only one type of particle in the 

bottom plane (~5µm silica) (c) after translation to the pre defined sides of the ROI in 

their respective Z planes, all the particles were brought to the bottom plane. Scale bar: 

5µm 

Thereafter among the leftover particles, 6µm polystyrene spheres were lifted to the 

upper plane and silica spheres and polystyrenes in the upper plane were translated in 
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opposite direction and sorted to the rest of the two sides of the ROI as shown in figure 

4.9(f). (B) In parallel manner i.e. all the types of particles were trapped in the bottom 

plane and lifted to three different planes above the bottom plane leaving only ~5µm 

silica microsphere in the bottom plane and were translated in respective planes to the 

sides of the rectangular ROI as shown in figure 4.11. Furthermore these were brought 

down to the bottom plane. Though, feasibility of both the methods have been 

demonstrated, as the optical trap strength decreases as we go deeper inside the sample, 

implementing the sequential approach appears to be better as compared to the parallel 

approach. 

4.3  Sorting of particles in low concentration 

The presented approach is particularly suitable for sorting in low concentration poly 

disperse sample. An approach was developed which uses dynamically controllable 

holographic traps to trap the desired particles in the higher plane above to the sample 

plane and maintain these in the same plane during the change of field of view so 

effectively could collect many particles of one type which were rarely available in one 

field of view. Experiments were carried out to demonstrate the technique by sorting of 

~3 µm silica micro-sphere in a mixture of ~3 and ~5 μm silica micro-spheres and the 

results obtained have been presented. 

4.3.1. Method 

The bright field images were acquired using a CCD interfaced with personal computer 

and controlled via a Lab-view program. One bright field image was recorded to 

estimate the typical pixel image size of different types of particles in the sample. Form 

the figure 4.4 we observe that the transverse optical force is at its peak typically up to 

a distance of the radius of the particle. Therefore the step size for the lateral 
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translation of the desired particle was taken as half of the particle size. 

 

Figure 4.12: Schematics of the (a) upper plane particle filling order and (b) bottom and 

upper plane appearance when three particles are in the upper plane while the fourth 

one is to be trapped. 

To hold the desired particles from the multiple ROIs, a plane above the sample plane 

was chosen such that if a particle is trapped in the upper plane, particles in the bottom 

plane is not affected by the trap beam. The minimum height has to be ~1.2 (R1+R2) 

i.e. the sum of the size of the desired particle and size of the other particle. However, 

even at this height if the trap beam focused in the upper plane affects the particles in 

the bottom plane, the trap height need to be increased and this will depend on the 

optical power used in the individual trap and the size of the other particle.  

 A height of ~12 µm was taken for the particles sizes used in the experiments. The 

step size for the vertical translation was taken as 1/4
th

 of the particle size. The upper 

plane has been pre-configured for the multiple particles with a spacing of 1.5 times of 

the size of the desired particle. The filling order as shown in figure 4.12a for the 

particles has been taken considering the fact that when a particle is being translated in 

the upper plane to a predefined location, the previously existed particles in the upper 

plane should not be hurdle in current particle movement. The phase hologram for all 
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the pre defined locations in the upper plane has already been calculated. Once the first 

desired particle is brought at the ‘+’ mark in the sample plane (bottom plane), the left 

click of the mouse allows a phase hologram computed using a modified Gerchberg 

Saxton algorithm to generate a trap a predefined location in the sample plane (marked 

with +).  The particle at the predefined location (at ‘+’ in the sample plane) is trapped 

and translated to a predefined location in the upper plane. The sample is further 

scanned for next desired particle and the located particle is brought to the ‘+’ position 

in the field of view. At this time a combined phase hologram is generated which 

generates traps for lifting/translation of the currently located particle and for holding 

the previously trapped particle in the upper plane. In the similar fashion more number 

of desired particles are trapped and transported to a predefined location in the upper 

plane. Figure 4.12(b) schematically shows a situation during the sorting process when 

three particles are in upper plane while the fourth one is in the bottom plane to be 

trapped. Similarly the selection of the desired particles can be done up to permissible 

limit depending on the total lower available for generating multiple traps and the size 

of the desired particles. A flow chart of the sorting process has been shown in figure 

4.13. We prepared a sample of silica micro microspheres of sizes ~3 and 5 μm (Poly 

Sciences Inc.) by mixing aqueous suspension of these particles in a ratio so as to 

achieve a ratio of ~1:5 particle concentration in deionized water. 
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Figure 4.13: Flow chart of the sorting process 

4.3.1 Results 

A few snaps from the video of sorting of ~3 μm silica micro-sphere from a mixture of 

the silica microspheres of sizes ~3 and 5 μm is shown in figure 4.13. For the first time, a 

silica particle of size ~3μm was brought to the fixed point (shown by green colour ‘+’ 

sign in the image) as shown in figure 4.14(a) and by left click of the mouse an optical 

trap is generated (using a Mat lab program) to trap the particle; lift to the upper plane 

and thereafter translate to a predefined location. Figure 4.14(b) shows a snap while the 
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particle is being translated in the upper plane to the predefined location and brought to 

the defined location as shown in figure 4.14(c). Further the sample was scanned by 

moving the sample stage for more number of desired particles and same procedure was 

followed. 

 

Figure 4.14: Snapshots from a video of sorting ~3μm silica micro-sphere from a 

mixture of the silica microspheres of sizes ~3 and 5 μm; first silica particle (a) at the 

desired position in the field of view for getting trapped and translated (b) in the upper 

plane in the middle of its path (c) reached to the predefined location in the upper plane ; 

(d) third particle in the middle of its path to the predefined location in the upper plane 

while there are already two particle lying in the same plane (e) seven particles have 

been trapped and maintained in the upper plane in a predefined manner using optical 

traps (f) trapped particles in the bottom plane when the trap was off. The green colour 

‘+’ sign on the images is the location where the desired particle has to be brought 

during scanning of the sample.  Scale bar: ~5μm. 

4.4  Conclusion 

In summary, we showed that in a mixture containing a total of 18 particles of sizes ~2 

and ~3 µm, covering ∼28% of the area (∼92 µm
2
) of the ROI, could be sorted with 

100% accuracy in ∼27s. The sorting time mainly depends on the hologram computation 

time and the translation step and how far the particles need to be separated and not on 

the number of particles as the translation and uplifting of particles is done in parallel. 
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The applicability of the approach was also demonstrated for a sample consisting of four 

types of particles using multiple Z planes. Furthermore we also demonstrated an active 

optical sorting technique for sorting of particles in low concentration in the sample in 

flow less medium. The advantage of the approach is that it is not limited to the number 

of types of the particles in the mixture and can be easily integrated with other 

spectroscopic techniques like fluorescence and Raman spectroscopy for identification 

of the required type of particles.
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5 Chapter 5: Micromanipulation of cells/ 

microparticles using Opto-electronic tweezers 

In this chapter, we present the development of an Opto-electronic tweezers setup that 

makes use of light induced di-electrophoresis to trap and manipulate micro-particles. 

Thermal evaporation technique was used for coating of titanium oxide phthalocyanine 

(TiOPc) as a photo conductive layer on ITO coated glass slide. We demonstrate the use 

of the setup for sorting of cells / micro-particles using size as well as nature of DEP 

forces by suitably adjusting the frequency of the applied AC bias. We also present the 

development of digital light projector based OET setup and demonstrated its 

functionality by guiding, focusing etc. of cells.  

5.1 Introduction 

Throughput of a sorting approach for microscopic objects such as cells/colloids is an 

important parameter in many bio-medical and research applications.  

 

Work discussed in this chapter has resulted in the following publication: 
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microparticles and red blood cells using opto-electronic tweezers”, Proceedings of National 

Laser Symposium-21 held at BARC, Mumbai, India, Feb. 6-9, 2013, CP-11-17.  

The work was further selected for publication in special edition of Pramana J. Phys. 

R. S. Verma, R. dasgupta, N. Kumar, S. Ahlawat, A. Uppal and P. K. Gupta, “Manipulation of 

microparticles and red blood cells using opto electronic tweezers”, Pramana J. Phys. 82, 43-437, 

(2014). 

2. R. S. Verma, N. Kumar, S. Ahlawat and P. K. Gupta, “Separation of micro particles in a 

concentrated sample using opto electronic tweezers”, Proceedings of National Laser 

Symposium-22 held at Manipal University, Manipal, Karnataka, India, Jan 8-11, 

2014,CP-11-23. 

3. R. S. Verma and N. Kumar, “Opto electronic tweezers based smart sweeper for 

cells/micro-particles sorting”, Proc. SPIE 10716, Saratov Fall Meeting 2017: Optical 

Technologies in Biophysics and Medicine XIX, 1071613. 
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Sorting approaches can be broadly classified as; one making use of optical field and the 

other making use of electric field. When the requirement of desired particle type is 

limited to typically 1000’s of cells/particles, sorting in flow free medium is 

advantageous as it does not require any arrangement like microfluidic pumps, syringes 

for creating flow in medium. In samples with no microfluidic flow, sorting using 

optical field is performed by using HOTs [118], potential energy landscapes generated 

by multiple beam interference [136]. However, HOT based techniques could generate 

hardly a few 100s of traps, primarily limited by the laser power handling capability of 

the SLM and interference based techniques are prone to vibrations. In addition, since 

attractive forces are used for separation/sorting, these suffer from the inherent 

problem of particle collision and jamming which hinders the sorting process when 

working with concentrated samples. Among the approaches that make use of electric 

field, DEP has been widely used for sorting of microscopic objects [209-211]. The 

optically driven electro-kinetic approach known as Opto-electronic tweezers [63] have 

drawn considerable interest in this regard as it facilitates several advantages over the 

existing techniques such as manipulation of 1000’s of particles using an optical power 

in ~mW range. Unlike the conventional dielectrophoresis, OET consists of one of the 

electrodes generated by projecting the sculpted light pattern onto a photo conductive 

substrate. As the illuminated region conductivity is higher than the non illuminated 

region, the illuminated region works like virtual electrode and can be dynamically 

generated anywhere in the region of interest by illuminating the region. This allows the 

use of the OET for development of sorting approaches in non flowing medium as well. 

Here we present the development of an OET setup which consists of an OET 

chip with a photo conductive layer of TiOPc deposited by thermal evaporation on ITO 
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coated glass substrate. Working of the OET chip was shown by manipulating the 

polystyrene microspheres and RBCs. Using the setup, two sorting approaches were 

developed suitable for concentrated samples. These approaches were based on the fact 

that DEP force depends on the size of the particle and on the dielectric constant of the 

particle and increases with increase in the radius of the particle. Therefore for size based 

sorting, an array of circular intensity spots having spacing larger than the size of the 

smaller particle and smaller than the size of larger sized particle were scanned across a 

mixture of polystyrene microspheres (PMs) in low conductivity medium. PMs have 

negative DEP response in medium of conductivity ~100 μS/cm. During scanning, the 

larger sized particle will be carried away with scanning beam whereas the smaller size 

particles will have no DEP effect in inter spot region and will pass through the gaps. 

The method was used for separation of 6 μm PMs from a mixture of PMs of sizes 

6μm and 15μm. For sorting between different types of particles, we exploited the fact 

that the DEP forces depend on the frequency of the applied a.c. field as the dielectric 

constant of the trapped particle varies with frequency of the a.c. field. Thus the 

frequency of the applied a.c. field could be tuned such that one type of particle 

(polystyrene) would experience strong repulsive DEP while the other particle (red 

blood cells) would not experience any significant DEP force. RBCs were sorted by 

scanning a line shaped intensity pattern across the sample (mixture of polystyrene and 

RBCs) and keeping frequency of the applied a.c. field close to the crossover frequency 

(frequency at which the DEP force becomes zero) of RBC.  

Initially we describe the setup along with the functional demonstration for 

manipulation of the cells/micro-particles. Next the sorting approaches are discussed. 
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We also present the development of digital light projector based OET setup and 

demonstrate the ease of use by guiding, focusing etc. of cells. 

5.2 OET chip development 

Use of transparent conductive oxides like indium tin oxide (ITO) or fluorine-doped tin 

oxide (FTO) is common, considering their wide use in solar cell industry these are 

easily available commercially at reasonable cost and coating of these onto a glass is 

well established . Therefore, for making a functional OET chip for cell samples, the 

focus was to have a photo-conductive material film on ITO coated glass which should 

have properties like (i) good photo conductivity i.e. the material should exhibit high 

conductance in the presence of light and high resistance under no illumination condition 

(ii) good adherence to the ITO/FTO film for coating so that when a cell sample made in 

water is placed on the chip, the coating should not get dissolved (iii) less hygroscopic so 

that stable optical properties for at least a few days. Considering all these properties, 

several material and approaches were reported. In initial reports, Ohta et al. [63] used a 

layer of amorphous silicon (a:Si), a widely used photo conductor in solar cell 

fabrication, on ITO glass substrate by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition 

(PECVD) process. For sustainability of the layer, a:Si also requires a thin layer of 

Aluminum/Molybdenum  over the ITO coated glass slide as a passivasive coating on 

top side to protect contact from water. In some reports [63] even the hydrogenated 

amorphous Silicon (a:SiH) was used for better photo-conductivity. PECVD is a 

relatively costly system and the procedure for coating is very complex and involved. In 

view of this, several other approaches were explored to replace the a:Si layer with an 

appropriate alternative photo-conductive material to simplify the fabrication process of 

OET chips. Recently Wang et al. [143] used three thin films PEDOT:PSS/P3HT: 
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PCBM/LiF in sequence on a ITO coated glass substrate to use organic polymer 

P3HT:PCBM as a photo conductive layer by spin coating. The LiF layer was used to 

avoid any damage to the photo conductive substrate from water. Yang et al. [142]
 

reported the use a single layer of titanium oxide phthalocyanine (TiOPc) as a photo 

conductive organic material by spin coating. Though spin coating of TiOPc on an ITO 

coated glass substrate is relatively easier process, for a good quality film a highly 

homogeneous solution of TiOPc is required. This is a tedious job as TiOPc is insoluble 

in inorganic solvents and has very low solubility in organic solvents. A technique which 

can use TiOPc in powder form will be more suitable for coating. We, therefore, 

fabricated the photo conductive TiOPc layer on to an ITO coated glass substrate by 

thermal evaporation technique and the appearance of the film is shown in figure 5.1(a). 

The thermally deposited photo conductive layer has very good adherence to the ITO 

film obviating the need for an intermediate layer of any material between ITO film and 

photo conductive layer to improve the adherence of the photo conductive material. 

5.3 Experimental setup 

A schematic of the OET chip is shown in figure 5.1(b). The liquid containing the 

sample is sandwiched between an ITO coated glass slide (top) and another ITO coated 

glass slide (bottom) containing a ~200 nm TiOPc layer. We used commercially 

available TIOPc (Y modification, Sigma Aldrich) which has absorption in the red side 

of the visible region as shown in figure 5.1(d). The OET chip was utilized for 

performing experiments using a setup shown in figure 5.2. As the photo conductor has 

strong absorption in the 650-750 nm and having a peak at ~720 nm, a 664 nm diode 

laser (ILX Lightwave) with output power of 150 mW was used to illuminate the liquid 
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crystal based spatial light modulator (SLM) (LCR 2500, Holoeye) for generation of 

the dynamically re-configurable multiple optical traps. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1: (a) Image of the slide prepared using spin coating, (b) using thermal 

evaporation in bright filed illumination; Scale bar: 100μm, (c ) Schematics of the OET 

chip and (d) the absorption spectra of titanium oxide pthalocynine. 

(c) 

(d) 
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Figure 5.2: Schematic of the experimental setup, the enclosed part is illumination 

unit. 

An aspheric lens was used to collimate the laser output. Spatially filtering was 

performed using a pair of lenses (L2, L3) and a pin hole aperture (A). Same lens pair 

was also used to expand the laser beam suitably before falling on the SLM. The SLM 

was placed in the conjugate plane to the input pupil of a 10X objective lens using a 

lens pair (L4, L5) of focal length 500 mm each. A fiber optic illumination source 

(Dolan Jenner) was used for bright field illumination. The images were collected 

using 25X objective lens and were focused on to a monochrome CCD(Oscar)  using 

a lens (L6). A short pass filter (F) was used to suppress the laser light to the CCD. The 

a.c. biasing on the ITO electrodes was applied by a function generator (Agilent 3320). 

For fabricating the OET chip, ITO coated BK7 glass slide (Vin Krola 

Instruments) of size 20 mm x 50 mm x 1.1mm were cleaned ultrasonically in sequential 
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manner in solutions of 2% Triton X100 in deionized water, deionized water, Acetone, 

Isopropyl alcohol for 10 min in each solution and at last dried using dry Nitrogen blow. 

These cleaned glasses were coated with TiOPc via thermal evaporation technique. The 

OET chip was made by placing these coated glass slides in cross position with another 

ITO coated glass slide of same size facing the conducting surface against each other as 

shown in the figure 5.1(c). The electrodes were glued with each other using a double 

sided tape working as a spacer of ~100μm and a channel region for manipulation of 

sample. The electrical connections were made using conducting silver paste on both the 

electrodes using copper wire and electrically soldered to the output of the function 

generator via a BNC cable for applying the a.c. electric field across the electrodes.  

Unused part of the blood sample collected for screening and found healthy 

without disclosing the donor’s identification were provided to us Choithram Hospital 

and Research Centre, Indore. The blood samples were collected from healthy 

volunteers. Blood was collected by vein-puncture from healthy volunteers in glass 

tubes containing EDTA (5.4 mg/3ml) as an anticoagulant. RBCs were separated from 

these anti coagulated blood samples by centrifugation at 3000 rpm for ~3 mins. The 

separated RBCs were then washed twice with phosphate buffer saline and at last 

washed with the low conductivity buffer. For experiments, ~10μm PMs (Poly sciences 

Inc.) and RBCs were suspended in an isotonic solution consisting of 8.5% sucrose (w/v), 

0.3% dextrose (w/v) in deionized water and conductivity of the medium was adjusted 

by 0.1 molar solution of KCl. Human colon adenocarcinoma (Colo-205) cell line was 

purchased from National Centre for Cell sciences (NCCS), Pune, India. Cells were 

grown in a monolayer in Roswell Park Memorial Institute medium (HiMedia) 

supplemented with 10% FBS (Sigma-Aldrich), penicillin (50 units per ml, 
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Sigma-Aldrich) and streptomycin (50 μg ml
−1

, Sigma-Aldrich) at 37 °C in a humidified 

incubator with 5% CO2 atmosphere.  At the time of experiments, the colon cells were 

washed twice with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and mixed with RBCs in low 

conductivity buffer with appropriate dilution and allowed to get adjusted with low 

conductivity buffer for ~30 min before the experiments. To reduce the non-specific 

interaction between the cells to glass bottom, 1% bovine serum albumin was also mixed 

in the low conductivity buffer sample. 

5.4 Results  

The developed system was validated by performing manipulation of cells and 

micro-particles. The applied a.c bias was 10 Vpp, 100 KHz and the total power at the 

sample plane was ~8μW. The polystyrene microspheres will always have negative 

DEP at these low conductivities as shown in figure 1.12. Therefore to trap these, 

annular intensity pattern (LG beam) was generated using the modified GS algorithm 

used for generating multiple optical traps [193]. The annular intensity pattern was 

generated encircling the particles and due to the negative DEP force, the polystyrene 

particle comes to the center of the annular pattern. Furthermore by translating the LG 

pattern (LG10), the particles could be translated up to a speed of ~8μm/sec. At higher 

speed the particles were not following the translation of the intensity pattern due to the 

drag force. Further LG beam of variable mode orders were used for concentrating the 

particles as shown in figure 5.3. As the mode order of LG beam was changed from 

LG25 to LG10 in a sequential way, the microspheres being repelled by the intense 

region got concentrated to the dark central region of the LG beam intensity profile as 

shown in figure 5.3(a)-(c). 
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Figure 5.3: Sequential images showing the particle concentration using varying mode 

of LG beam. The rings showing the schematic LG beam intensity pattern for (a) LG25 

(b) LG18 and (c) LG10. Scale bar: 30μm. 

 

 
Figure 5.4: Manipulation of RBCs (a) illumination intensity pattern, (b)-(d) RBCs 

getting attracted towards the illumination region (e) RBCs getting repelled from the 

illuminated region. Scale bar: 30 μm. 

 

The system was also used for demonstrating the suitability for biological particles like 

red blood cells. When a Gaussian intensity pattern, as shown in figure 5.4(a), was 

applied to manipulate the RBCs at 200 KHz, 10Vpp, the cells were attracted towards the 

illuminated region as shown in figure 5.4 (b)-(d). During the process when the 

frequency of the applied bias was changed to 80 KHz, the cells started getting repelled 

slowly and at 40 KHz cell got repelled very fast from the illuminated region as shown in 

figure 5.4(e). By changing the frequency, the cells got repelled as the Clausius-Mossotti 

factor changes sign from positive to negative inducing a negative DEP force. It is to be 

noted that similar experiments have been shown in several other reports for 

demonstration purposes [64]. The developed system was used for the development of 

two sorting/separation approaches of cells/micro-particles suitable for very high 

packing density samples. 
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5.5 Separation of polystyrene micro-particles based on their size 

We investigated the use of OET for separation of polystyrene micro spheres based on 

their size difference by scanning an intensity pattern consisting of linear array of 

equally spaced circular intensity spots across a concentrated sample. For this, an array 

of circular intensity spots having spacing larger than the size of the smaller particle 

and smaller than the size of larger sized particle were generated using the SLM and 

scanned across a mixture of polystyrene microspheres (PMs). PMs have negative DEP 

in low conductivity medium (~100μS/cm). When the particles interact with only one 

intensity spot particles of all sizes will be repelled. However, during scanning the 

larger sized particle lying between the two intensity spots will have negative DEP 

force and will be carried away with scanning beam whereas the smaller size particles 

will have no DEP effect and will pass through the gap. The step size for the scanning 

of the intensity pattern was chosen to be a fraction of the diameter of the larger sized 

particle as this ensures that these particles do not get repelled to the opposite direction 

of the scanning. Figure 5.5(a) schematically the sorting of the smaller sized particles 

separated after the scanning the intensity pattern. The method was used for separation 

6μm PMs from a mixture of PMs of sizes 6μm and 15μm having ~100% packing 

density having conductivity ~100μS/cm. The spacing between the intensity spots was 

kept ~10 µm and the step size for scanning was ~5µm. The power used in the sample 

plane was ~75µW per spot and the scanning speed was ~ 4μm/s. PMs have negative 

DEP force at all the a.c. bias frequencies for medium conductivity ~100µS/cm so PMs 

will be repelled from the illuminated region. During scanning, initially all the particles 

were repelled in random directions away from the illuminated region in all direction. 

After a few steps of scanning, the 6µm particles lying between the intensity spots pass 
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through the gap while the 15 µm particles were carried away with the scanning beam 

as shown in figures 5.5(b). 

 

Figure 5.5: (a) Schematics of the sorting approach showing shorting process while 

the intensity pattern scanned across the sample (b) sequential microscope images 

showing  separation of 6 μm Polystyrene microspheres (PMs) from a mixture of PMs 

of sizes 6μm and 15 μm, Scale bar: 30 μm 

The 6 µm particles could be separated with a ~100 % purity and a throughput of ~20 

particles/s. The separation efficiency which was less than 100 % as there will always 

be some smaller sized particles mixed with larger sized particles due to n-DEP can be 

enhanced by increasing the travel range of the intensity pattern. It is to be noted that 

we used n-DEP for the separation of the particles. When n-DEP is used particles get 

deflected to random directions away from the illuminated spots instead of getting 

attached to a fixed point which resolves the problem of colloidal jamming. Though the 

method was demonstrated on PMs which have only n-DEP forces for the given 

medium conductivity, concept can also be applied to particles/cells having frequency 

dependent DEP behavior. However, depending on the behavior of the two types of the 

particles the appropriate bias frequency can be selected to keep the n-DEP force on 

both types of particles. 
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5.6 Opto-electronic smart sweepers for cell/microparticle sorting 

5.6.1 Scheme 

In OET, the sculpted light intensity pattern is generated mainly by SLM along with 

coherent/incoherent light sources. These SLMs providing dynamic control over the 

generation of the projected light pattern are the diffractive optics having their own light 

intensity losses in addition to high cost of these systems. We, therefore, modified the 

illumination scheme in the OET for development of a simplified sorting approach, 

termed as opto-electronic smart sweepers, for sorting of cells/micro-particles in a flow 

free medium. The approach is based on the fact that the DEP response of cells is 

dependent on the frequency of the applied ac bias field. Therefore linear 

scanning/spinning of the line shaped intensity pattern, generated by a cylindrical lens, 

across the mixture could be used for sorting provided the applied a.c. bias electric field 

is kept on the n-DEP side, close to the crossover frequency of one of the particles. One 

type of particles whose cross over frequency is close to the applied bias frequency, will 

experience negligible negative DEP force, while the other will experience large 

repelling force due to negative DEP and will be forced to move along the scanning 

direction of the line shaped intensity profile. As a proof of concept, the working 

principle of opto-electronic smart sweepers was demonstrated by sweeping out the 

polystyrene microspheres from a mixture consisting of PSMs and RBCs. Further the 

approach was also demonstrated on a sample consisting of mixture of cells. 
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Figure 5.6: Schematics of the OET setup having modified illumination scheme 

To achieve the illumination pattern, the setup described in the figure 1 was modified 

as shown in figure 5.6. As the approach only required a line shaped intensity profile, 

the use of SLM generates several ghost illumination spots which were effectively 

creating hindrance in applying the approach. Therefore the SLM based illumination 

part was just replaced by the scheme shown in figure 5.6. The cylindrical lens was 

fixed on a rotating mount.  

 

 
Figure 5.7: Clausius-Mossotti factor frequency response of RBC and PSM 
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The frequency dependence of the Clausius-Mossotti factor for PSM and the RBC is 

shown in figure 5.7. The dielectric permittivity of the medium (εm) has been taken as 

80. Figure 5.7 shows that the PSM always have negative DEP forces for the used 

conductivity of the medium while the RBCs have negative as well as positive DEP 

response.  

5.6.2 Results and discussion 

The cross over frequency of RBCs is ~95 kHz. It is to be noted that the estimated DEP 

response is based on the average cell size whereas cells have some size variation. 

Considering this fact, if the applied a.c. bias frequency is slightly less than the 

crossover frequency, the negligible fraction of a type of cells will have positive DEP 

response. And the cells having negative DEP side will have negligible DEP force 

which will be overcome by appropriately choosing the scanning speed of the line 

electrode. The a.c. bias of frequency of 90 kHz with the bias voltage of 10Vp-p was 

applied. The optical power at the sample plane was ~500µW. The bias frequency was 

kept slightly less than the cross over frequency of RBCs which results in a negligible 

repelling force on the cells. A bias frequency higher than the crossover frequency may 

allow attract the cells which move along with the intensity profile leading to reduction 

in sorting efficacy.  

The region of interest is circular area like microscope view; the spinning of the 

line intensity profile could sort the cells as well. The spinning speed of the line 

intensity profile was kept at ~2
o
/s. At this speed, the PSM feel the negative DEP 

forces and after a few strokes during the rotation of the intensity profile, particles get 

deflected away from the center of the region as shown schematically in figure 5.8. 

Figure 5.9 shows the initial and the final view of of sorting of cells via spinning of the 
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line intensity profile in region of interest of ~0.2 mm
2
. It may be noted that the 

particles which are near to the rotation axis of the intensity profile will take more time 

to be deflected to periphery of the region of interest.  

 

Figure 5.8: Schematically showing a PSM interacting with the spinning intensity 

profile and getting repelled; resulting in these to move to the periphery of the circular 

region. 

 

Figure 5.9: Snapshots from a video showing the sorting of RBCs in a mixture of RBCs 

and PSMs by spinning the line shaped intensity profile (a) before spinning (b) after 

completing two spin; the black circle shows the region of interest. Scale bar: ~30 μm 

If the region of interest is rectangular area, the line shaped intensity profile can be 

scanned across the sample along the sides of the rectangular area. Here the line shaped 

intensity profile was scanned at a speed of ~ 6.5µm/s across the sample. Due to 

negative DEP force, the PSMs were forced to move along the scanning direction of 
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the line shaped intensity profile leaving the RBCs in the region of interest as shown in 

figure 5.10. Though there is no limit to area of linear scan for sorting, an area of ~0.36 

mm
2 

was scanned. Some cells are not moving or just budging in the sample plane 

while scanning the line profile were appeared to be adhered to the bottom plane. 

Although these reduce the efficacy of the sorting approach, as the opto-electronic 

tweezers can handle very dense sample [212], there is negligible effect on the sorting 

efficiency. Though the approach has been demonstrated in a mixture of PSMs and 

RBCs, it should also be suitable for sorting in a mixture of cells. In that case, the 

applied bias frequency of the electric field should be kept at close to the type of cells 

whose crossover frequency is less among the two. The approach can be made more 

controllable in terms of the scan speed and line intensity pattern thickness by 

replacing the laser and cylindrical lens with Multimedia projector. 

 

Figure 5.10: Snapshot from a video demonstrating the operation of the Opto-electronic 

sweepers by sweeping out the PSMs and leaving only the RBCs in the region of interest 

by translating the shaped intensity profile across the sample, sample appearing (a) 

before scanning (b) after completing the scan; Scale bar: ~30 μm. 
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5.7 Projector based OET setup for manipulation of cells 

SLM is sensitive to the wavelength of the light being projected on it. Therefore a laser 

was used to generate the illumination pattern. However, the OET requires only a few 

mW of optical power to generate the illumination pattern, other incoherent light sources 

such as light emitting diodes, mercury lamp can also be used if the pattern generating 

device is not wavelength sensitive. Therefore in several reports, Digital micro mirror 

(DMD) device [63] has been used as pattern generating device. DMD is a Micro Electro 

mechanical system manufactured by Texas Instruments, USA and can be used as spatial 

light modulator [62].  It has two dimensional arrays of micro rectangular moving 

mirrors which are controlled by the underlying CMOS electronics [61]. These mirrors 

are made to flip in binary state termed as ‘on’ and ‘off’ state in ~20kHz rate and can 

direct the light on to or away from an intended target. These micro mirrors have 

different coating for reflecting the visible light and for the UV light.  

 

Figure 5.11: Schematics of the OET setup using the DMD based multimedia projector 
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In our setup, the pattern generation part has been replaced with a DLP based projector 

(Casio, Model No. XJ-A146) which has red, green, blue LED light sources for 

generating the colors. It is to be noted that the multimedia projectors have the 256 levels 

of intensity values for each color.  

 

Figure 5.12: A power point projection slide for generating ladder type virtual 

electrodes to guide the micro particles using negative DEP. 

 

Figure 5.13: Demonstration of the Projector based OET setup for guiding, focusing 

and patterning of colo 205 cells. Scale bar 50 μm. 

The red LED source (peak at ~660 nm) was chosen for the generation of the pattern 

because in this region the photo conductor has strong absorption while the green LED 

was chosen for illumination purpose because in this region the photo conductor has 

least absorption as shown by arrow in figure 5.1(d). The digital value for the blue LED 

was set as zero. This way a single light source served the purpose for the illumination as 

well as for pattern generation. The Projector is controlled via a desktop computer and 

the pattern is generated using the power point application. A power point slide image 

for the guiding of the cells in the OET chip is shown in figure 5.12 
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The colo 205 cells experiences the negative DEP forces at an a.c. bias of ~10V and the 

applied frequency of ~40 kHz and therefore repelled by the illumination region. The 

ladder kind of illumination pattern is generated to guide the cells by moving the sample 

stage. If these illumination pattern were mirror imaged, the arrangement starts working 

like a cell focusing arrangement which is often a requirement for performing single cell 

analysis in microfluidics. It is to be noted that the microfluidic arrangement in the ‘Y’ or 

‘X’ can be made by appropriate input and output drills in the upper glass and connecting 

the micro bore tubing to these. Further applying an appropriate frequency of the bias 

field, cells can be deflected selectively. This reduces the complexity of fabricating the 

metal electrodes to a greater extent. Similarly the cell pattering is many a time required 

during the growth of cells. Therefore a light pattern as per the requirement of cell 

pattering can be generated and made to illuminate on the chip. As an example two 

circular ring have been illuminated on the chip and when the bias field is applied such 

that the cells experience negative DEP, the cells align in the non illuminated annular 

region as shown in figure 5.13(c). It is applied bias frequency is such that the cells 

experience positive DEP, the cells would align along the illuminated region.  

5.8 Conclusion 

We have presented the development and use of opto-electronic tweezers setup for 

manipulation and sorting of micro particles. We showed sorting approaches based on 

the fact that DEP depends on the size of the particle as well as on the frequency of 

applied field for sorting of red blood cells / polystyrene microspheres. A digital light 

projector based OET setup for guiding, focusing etc. of colon carcinoma cells was also 

presented.     
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6 Chapter 6: Conclusion 

In this chapter we present the major accomplishments and an outline of future works 

that may be pursued based on the work presented in the thesis. 

We developed a novel approach for focusing of cells in microfluidics for   

single cell Raman spectroscopic analysis. Such measurements in microfluidic chip 

require cell focusing i.e. a single line flow of cells through the analysis region. We made 

use of dual line optical tweezers arranged in the shape of ‘Y’ as an optical guide for 

focusing of the cells into a single line flow of cells in microfluidic chip. To generate 

dual line optical tweezers, we split a single laser in two parts using beam splitter and 

handled these separately and the Raman Excitation beam was placed at the tail of the 

optical guide. The resonance Raman effect was used to analyze the cells as they pass 

through the Raman excitation region without the need for trapping the cells. This 

arrangement has an advantage that it decouples the width of the cell stream and the cell 

flow speed in the microfluidic chip and facilitates independent control of the cell flow 

speed. The suitability of this approach for cytometry was demonstrated by identifying 

red blood cells (RBCs) in their met and normal form in a mixture of met-haemoglobin 

and normal haemoglobin RBCs in the ratio of 1: 9. The cell flow rate was ~500 

cells/hour and was primarily limited by the integration time for acquiring Raman 

spectra.  

Another application of multiple optical traps explored by us was development 

of various micro-scale sorting approaches suitable for flow less medium. We 

developed a multiple optical tweezers setup known as acousto-optic tweezers and 

utilized for passive optical sorting of the micro-particles. The approach exploits the fact 

that diffusion constant of a particle in a medium depends on its size. This enabled 
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sorting of large sized micro particles (which have higher residency time in the trap 

owing to slower diffusion) in a mixed sized population in a flow less medium. The 

method requires only a few mWs of optical power since single beam is used in time 

sharing mode and therefore the approach can be implemented using a low cost, 

compact diode lasers also.  

To generate three dimensional manipulation capabilities with multiple optical 

traps we used SLM based approach, commonly referred to as holographic optical 

tweezers and developed two active optical sorting approaches based on use of multiple 

Z planes for trapping. In one of the approach, we first employed a cross correlation 

based pattern matching technique for selection of particle and then trapped these using 

HOT. Thereafter one set of particles is lifted axially to a higher plane and then both set 

of particles were translated simultaneously in respective planes without disturbing each 

other. The approach has improved throughput over the existing techniques for sorting in 

flow less medium. Another approach was developed for samples which contain low 

concentration of the desired particles in the ROI. In this approach the targeted particles 

are selected manually and moved to the upper plane at predefined position and 

maintained there by HOT while scanning the sample through multiple ROIs. Once the 

desired number of particles is collected, all the particles were brought down to bottom 

plane. 

We developed another interesting tweezers setups based on light driven electro 

kinetic approach known as Opto-electronic tweezers. SLM was used for illumination 

pattern generation and hereafter it was replaced with multimedia projector for ease of 

pattern generation using power point.  We presented application of this setup for 

manipulation and several approaches for sorting of micro particles such as RBCs, 
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polystyrene spheres etc. In one of the approach, we scanned an array of suitably spaced 

circular intensity spots across the sample for sorting the polystyrenes spheres based on 

their size. In another approach, we exploited the dependency of the DEP response of 

cell on the frequency of applied electric field for sorting of red blood cells from a 

mixture of RBCs and polystyrene microspheres. At the end, we demonstrated the 

projector based approach for guiding, focusing etc. of colon carcinoma cells.  

The microfluidic flow cytometry approach developed for single cell Raman 

spectroscopy employs three channel input and one channel output. The same approach, 

if implemented in a microfluidic chip with three channel input and three channel output, 

can evolve as a label free cell sorter with the introduction of a suitable cell deflection 

technique as used elsewhere [148] to get the desired particles in one of the side 

channels.  

Furthermore the sorting technique suitable for samples containing the desired 

particle in low concentration can be improved by making the particle selection by 

image based automated process so that a large number of ROIs could be scanned 

enabling the approach for sorting of rare cells in flow free medium. 

The issue of getting a good quality photo conductive layer on the ITO coated 

glass was achieved by thermal deposition method. Therefore, a portable OET setup 

with an automated programming for required patterns for any specific application can 

be developed. For example a label free malaria diagnosis setup can be made as the setup 

can easily handle ~10000 cells, which is the standard number used in hospitals for 

fluorescence based detection, without requiring any flow.  
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